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THE HISTORY OF 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
1876 
Prairie View A&M University, the first state-supported college in Texas for African Americans, was established during the Reconstruction 
period after the Civil War. This was the historical period when political and economic special interest groups were able to aggressively 
use the federal government to enact public policy designated to "alter or reshape the cultural milieu of the vanquished Southern state." 
The University had its beginning in the Texas Constitution of 1876 which, in separate articles, established an "Agricultural and Mechanical 
College" and pledged that "Separate schools shall be provided for the white and colored children, and impartial provisions shall be 
made for both." As a consequence of these constitutional provisions, the Fifteenth Legislature established "Alta Vista Agricultural and 
Mechanical College of Texas for Colored Youth" on August 14, 1876. 
The Board of Directors purchased the Alta Vista Plantation (1,338 acres) from Mrs. Helen Marr Kirby, the widow of the late Col. Jared 
Ellison Kirby. The College was named "Alta Vista Agricultural and Mechanical College for Colored Youth." The Board, authorized to 
appoint a principal to administer the College, selected L.W. Minor of Mississippi. Eight young African American men, the first to enroll in 
a state-supported college in Texas, began their studies on March 11, 1878. 
1878 - 1948 
Prairie View strengthened and enlarged its curriculum and grew under the leadership of a series of dedicated principals. These men led 
the College during those difficult decades as Federal Reconstruction ended and the doctrine of "separate but equal" emerged with the 
Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court decision of 1896. The eight principals and their tenures were: L.W. Minor, 1878; E.H. Anderson, 1879-
1884; Laurine C. Anderson, 1884-1894; Edward L. Blackshear, 1895-H915; Isaiah M. Terrell, 1915-1918; J.G. Osborne, 1918-1925; Paul 
(Uncle Paul) Bledsoe (Interim Principal), 1925-1962; Willette Rutherford Banks, 1926-1947; and Edward B. Evans, 1947-1948. 
(Z<i> 
1948 to Present 
In 1948, as a result of America emerging as the leader of the "Free World" after World War II, President Harry S. Truman ordered the racial 
integration of the U.S. Armed Forces. The Board of Directors changed the title of the Chief Administrative Officer of the College from 
Principal to President on December3,1948. The Presidents and theirtenures are: Edward B. Evans 1948-1966; Jesse M. Drew, 1966; Alvin 
I. Thomas, 1966-1982; Ivory Nelson (Interim President), June 1982-January 1983; Percy A. Pierre, 1983-1989; Milton R. Bryant (Interim 
President), June 1989-December 1989; Julius W. Becton, Jr., 1989-1994; Harold S. Bonner (Interim President), August 1994-October 
1994; Charles A. Hines, 1994-2002; Willie A. Tempton, Sr. (Interim President), 2002-2003; George C. Wright, 2003-present. 
The Fifteenth Legislature (August 14, 1867) established "Alta Vista Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas for Colored Youth." 
The Sixteenth Legislature (April 19, 1879) established "Prairie View State Normal School" in Waller County for the training of colored 
teachers. The Twentieth Legislature attached the words Agriculture and Mechanical Department of Prairie View Normal School. The 
Twenty-sixth Legislature (1889) changed the name to Prairie View State Normal & Industrial College." The Forty-ninth Legislature (June 1, 
1945) changed the name to "Prairie View University." The Fiftieth Legislature (March 3, 1947) established "The Texas State University of 
Negroes" (now Texas Southern University) and changed the name of Prairie View University to "Prairie View Agriculture and Mechanical 
College of Texas." The Sixty-third Legislature (1973) changed the name to Prairie View A&M University. 
Excerpts taken from Prairie View, A Study in Public Conscience 
By Dr. George Ruble Woolfolk 
Edited by Frank D. Jackson and Jimmizine Taylor 
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K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R  
Jabreel Walker 
Jabreel Walker is currently an operations support engineer for the alkylation and kerosene treating units 
at Shell Oil Company's Norco Refinery. A native of Dallas, Texas, Walker received her bachelor's degree in 
chemical engineering in 2009 from Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU). 
As a student, Walker played Softball and was a 2008 Miss Prairie View Pageant contestant. She participated 
in Panthers at Work service projects and worked as a student researcher at the Space Engineering Institute 
(2005-2006). Walker served as a supplemental instructor for calculus, physics, chemistry and engineering 
classes (2006 - 2009) and was a member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and National 
Organization of Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers. She also held several leadership positions within the 
Society of Women Engineers (SWE) and National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE). Walker was inducted into 
Tau Beta Pi National Engineering Honor Society and Omega Chi Epsilon Chemical Engineering Honor Society. 
Impressed by Walker's natural leadership ability, University officials selected her as the student coordinator 
for the Roy G. Perry College of Engineering naming dedication ceremony. To acknowledge her considerable 
achievements as a student, Walker was selected as the Most Outstanding Student Organization Leader and 
received the Outstanding Leadership Legacy award. 
After graduating from PVAMU, Walker moved to New Orleans, Louisiana and began her career with Shell 
as an asset development engineer supporting capital projects. Within two years, she became an operations 
support engineer for Logistics and eventually accepted the role she currently holds. 
Since moving to New Orleans, Walker continued her dedication to service as a volunteer for several 
professional and community organizations. She makes time to visit various schools around New Orleans 
delivering dynamic engineering 101 presentations, discussing college readiness and conducting interactive 
STEM activities with students. She is also a motivational speaker for the Girl Scouts of America and she 
regularly speaks at local colleges. 
Walker is the current president of the NSBE New Orleans Professional Chapter; a member of the SWE Greater 
New Orleans Professional Section; a participant in the Young Leadership Council Leadership Development 
Program; and an active contributor to the College Admissions Project and Power Ties. Walker is the Region 
C Team Lead for the SWE Leadership Coaching Committee and she travels around the southern part of the 
United States assisting collegiate SWE sections with leadership training, event planning, and fundraising. 
Additionally, Walker completed the Emerging Philanthropists of New Orleans Program and the Urban League's 
Urban Leaders for Equity and Diversity Program. 
In her rare time off, Walker enjoys the lively activities and vibrant culture of New Orleans. She also enjoys 
reading, listening to music and traveling. Walker has a dog named Clark that she adores. Both Clark and Walker 
lead active social lives. 
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"Foundation to Future - Imagine the Possibilities..." 
Presiding: Alexa Pete 
Senior, Mechanical Engineering 
'Processional: March Medley Henry Filmore 
PVAMU Wind Ensemble 
Dr. Timmey Zachery, Director 
Invocation Ravez Jones 
Senior, Mechanical Engineering 
Greetings Charles Granger 
Senior, Mechanical Engineering 
Occasion Olivia Johnson 
Freshman, Chemical Engineering 
Music: "Glory" from the Motion Picture Selma Written by Common & John Legend 
arr. Dr. John L. Cornelius, II 
Dr. Michael L. McFrazier, Tenor Soloist 
University Concert Chorale and PVAMU Wind Ensemble 
Jahi Harrison, The Griot 
Dr. A. Jan Taylor, Director 
Introduction of Speaker Taylor Smith 
Sophomore, Chemical Engineering 
Convocation Address Jabreel Walker '09 
Operations Support Engineer, Shell Oil Company 
Music: "America" arr. Carmen Dragon 
PVAMU Wind Ensemble 
Dr. Timmey Zachery, Director 
Recognition of Honor Students Dr. George C. Wright 
President, Prairie View A&M University 
Recognition of the PVAMU Scholarly Male Award Recipients 
Recognition of Honor Societies Robert Torres 
Senior, Mechanical Engineering 
Quincy Caston 
Freshman, Computer Science 
Acknowledgments Roberth-Ann Moultin 
Freshman, Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Alma Mater "Dear Prairie View" Words by Sibelius-Fuller 
Music from "Finlandia" by Jean Sibelius 
Benediction Jasmine Stith 
Senior, Electrical & Computer Engineering 
'Recessional: March Medley Henry Filmore 
'Audience remains seated 
Student participants are majors in the Roy G. Perry College of Engineering. 
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Fitsum Desta Abuye* 
Charles Ervin Anderson* 
Marie Lechez Armstrong* 
Ariel A Augustus* 
Juan Avendano* 
Chandler E Bacon 
Robert L Bankston, Jr. 
Brianna Morgan Barnett* 
Daphne Marivi Bicaise 
Shymia Latrice Booker* 
Alison Deann Bowden* 
Phillip A Boyd* 
Theron Anton Bray* 
Diamonds D Brewer* 
Ashley Shamere Brown* 
Cody Dean Brown 
Kamra W Brown* 
Zhane Latrice Brown 
Brice L Buchanan 
Travis H Burrell* 
Daria Ruth Burton* 
Mirygea Chenay Castleman* 
Thaddeus Anton Chatman 
Tristan M Checkley 
Miranda R Clark 
Fredie Charles Cohen* 
Janyse Shant'E Coleman 
Alicia Symone Cooper* 
Bria Renae Cooper 
Cameron M Cooper* 
Kylee K Cornelio 
Shelia Dieane Crowder 
Breanna Nichole Davis 
Tori A DeMoss* 
Haley Dibbern 
Alan Wade Dixon* 
Daanisha Jasmine Dorsey* 
Na'Shon Z Edwards* 
Brooke Jermaine Evans* 
Floridalma Marleny Fajardo 
Christopher A Fonteneaux* 
Jasmine Raquel Francis* 
Shirley Fritzsching* 
Conlee Paul Herrera Fry 
Joshua Tremaine George* 
Daijonna M Hall* 
Keith Ricky Hamilton* 
Bryan Jamarcus Harper* 
Samad A Harris* 
Alexis Dianne Harrison* 
Jasmine R Hayes 
Lonnie Hobbs 
David J Hooey* 
Jordan Cemone Hughes 
Bryant Avery M Hunter 
Breanna Jackson 
Maddison Emily Jaramillo* 
Derrica N Johnson 
Kendric Demonte' Jones* 
Moronkeji Theresa Kolawole 
Taylor Nicole Laster* 
Rasheeda Jabrilah Lewis* 
Lynh M Ly 
Keiana Arielle Mayers* 
Diego H Mayorga* 
Michelle Mbia Noah* 
Andrea E McDonald* 
Gerry Gian Mcllveen* 
Kaylin R McNary 
Everton G Morris* 
Meghan Chanel Murchison 
Alisa Yvette Navarro* 
Ashley Nicole'Rose Nealy* 
Robert Nelson* 
Krystal Denise Norris 
Clayton Orsak 
Leslie A Ortega 
Brandie Louise Owens 
Arionne Nykole Patterson* 
Jeremy J Peaches* 
Bryce A Peterson* 
Asia Phillips 
Gabriel J Phillips* 
Jotianna Chardonnay 
Phillips* 
Portrait C Plair 
Devyn C Pleasant* 
Andrea Celeste Quiroz 
Theo L Reed* 
Ingri Yamileth Reyes 
Alexis Rivera* 
Canesha Chearell Roberts* 
Maya R Rollerson 
Mia C Rutledge 
Dania E Salmeron* 
Kayla Quinnetria Samuel* 
Mitchell Leza Sanner 
Raylyn Gus Simon* 
Imani J Simpson* 
Wesley W Slater 
Rose Marie Somers 
Corwin T Spears* 
Alex K Spencer* 
Cayla Bridgette Steemer 
Krystal E Stiles 
Aaron Randolph Stripling 
Joshua Thomas* 
Raymond Joseph Thomas 
Aujalique Seandae Thrower* 
Melionesse Campanella 
Tones* 
Quinn Yolon Tucker* 
Jarrod Terrell Walker* 
Z'Aundria Warren* 
Jessica Renee Watts 
Floyd Leroy Williams* 
Christopher B Wong 
Ashley Shantel Youngs 
SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
Jon R Abel 
Kimberly Chris Aguilar 
Roberto Ernesto Alas Murga 
Jazmin Chonise Alford 
Andres A Andrade* 
Marinela Andre 
Carlos Alfonso Arboleda 
Josue Jonathan Argueta 
Zelaya 
Amanda Michelle Ayala 
Steven Mikhail Bain 
Tieona Lashay Batiste* 
Dontavis Shakkur Beard* 
Roderick D Bell* 
Sean C Benson* 
Monica Melissa Bermea 
Sanchez 
Virginia Alexis Blair-Kemp* 
Alexis Marie Borman 
Kyna Boyd 
Adrian Renard Brackens* 
Christopher J Brown 
Waymon D Byrd* 
Robert Dalton Cain 
Isabel O Calderon 
Alan Xavier Campos 
Donovan Okief Carter* 
Joshua Nicholas Cartwright 
Thomas Jacobi Chambers* 
Moriah Kay Colbert* 
Ahmed Compaore 
Laurin Bre Anne J Curtis* 
Jerome M Dickerson* 
Ana Lizbeth Duran* 
Cedrick Deon Edmonson* 
Richard Ehijiator Ehiemua* 
La'Charlyn Esther Ellis* 
Bonifacio Flores Gonzalez* 
Brandon S Foster* 
Erick Garcia 
Victor Alfonso Garcia 
Zhetique N Gunn 
Shirin Gurbanyazova* 
Trey D Hallman 
Darrel Alan Hayes 
Aldo Refugio Hernandez* 
Lana Gynelle Howe* 
Taylor Michaelle Hudson* 
Antonio Jesus Ibarra 




Demarcus D Johnson* 
Tifhane Rebecca Johnson 




Elizabeth Cherotich Komen 
Kelvin Gerard Land 
David J Landry* 
Dallas Kilion Lewis* 
Walker Bryan Lockard* 
Liborio Lozano* 
Fredrick A Lyons 
Anthony MacLorrain* 
Devonta M Magee* 
Stephanie Grace Malone* 
Magda Elizabeth Marrujo 
Shannen Louise Martin 
Angel C Martinez* 
Monica Paola Martinez 
Jordy Ismael Matas* 
Hussein Mohamed Mbarak 
Roderick Evante McGruder* 
Zane Miguel Mendoza 
David Edward Miller 
Renato Moita 
Christopher S. Moses 
Chioma Chinyere Okafor* 
Kelly C Orozco 
Jonathan Ortega 
Laquan Tavae Parker* 
Yasmine D Parker 
Saida L Paul 
Darius J Phillips 
Ricardo Edward Pinnock 
Desirae Evette Price 
Marvin Radford 
Jose Reyes* 
Markita J Richardson 
Daniele J Rideau 
Patricia Elena Rivera 
Gerald Kenneth Robertson* 
Clifford Fitzgerald Robinson 
Manuel Rocha 
Kelsi V Sadler 
Renee Justine Candelaria 
Sampilo* 
Anthony E Sanchez 
Troy Berton Shack 
Tiffany Danishia Shelmire 
Jeremy Jermaine Sims 
Alexus J Smith* 
Myia Eddwina Smith* 
Sa-Von Marquise Smith 
Gregg Martin Tauriac 
Ross Dale Taylor* 
Graciela Lorena Tendilla 
Jawon Thomas* 
Nichole Alecia Thomas 
Jacob Ryan Thompson* 
Nova Jean Thompson 
Cigi Alyse Tinsley* 
Ashton M Traylor 
Maria Fernanda Trujillo 
Mario L Trujillo 
London Michelle Ueal* 
Hobed Villanueva* 
Ashley M Virgil 
Taylor Janae' Walker 
Isaac I Watson 
Robert W Watson* 
Kaylah Wesley 
Cameron A Williams* 
Seble Atlabachew 
Woldeyohannes 
Kyana Sinclaire Yates 
MARVIN D. AND JUNE 
SAMUEL BRAILSFORD 
COLLEGE OF ARTS 
AND SCIENCES 
Ashley Mary Abraham 
Christolite N Addo* 
Maria Oluwaseun Adebowale 
Mary Ifeoluwa Adegbembo* 
Abisoye Adejumo* 
Odaro Adu* 
Lasbat Olamide Agbaje 
Sohag Ahamad* 
Maria G Aleman 
Ashley Nicole Alexander* 
Glenn Edward Alexander* 
Aliyah Faith Al-lslam 
Latoya Amanda Allen 
Zulema Alvarez* 
Muhammad Ashraf M Aly 
Chimezie Benjamin 
Amagwula* 
Ogechi R Amagwula* 
Albert D Anderson* 
Dasean Lava Anderson* 
Ency Alexander Arboleda* 
John Okyere Attia 
Brianni Shermonica Aubry* 
Shahnaz Oluwakemi Azeez 
Nisha Annie Azhar 
Loran Timron Bailey* 
Vince Edward Balkcom* 
Kara Monae Ballard* 
Briana Sylvia Banks-
Jefferson* 
Teaira Monique Barber* 
Tracee D Barlow 
Aaliyah Lanies Barnes* 
Brittany Bass 
Bobbi I'Tyanna Beck-Lee* 
JacQuitta Victoria Beeks 
Najee Jovon Bell* 
Joseph William Benes* 
Kimberly Michelle Berry 
Jessica Alleen Bess* 
Kwon Rasheen Bill* 
Kalob A Bishop* 
Aladrlan B Black* 
Sharnita S Blake* 
Jasmine Shanita Blue 
Joseph Boateng 
Erika D Bond 
Kendra Shanae Bowers 
Christa Grace-MArie Boykin* 
Jamaeshia Keishae Brady 
Elantra Sha'Col Brannon 
Ke'Undra D'Shae Bray* 
Tyler Desae Bridgefourth* 
Hali Amber Briscoe* 
Shatavia L Brooks* 
Briana N Brown* 
Chase Barrett Brown 
Jontae R Brown* 
Kamira W Brown 
Lamary T Brown 
Sharayne N Brown* 
Jasmine M Bruce* 
Precious-Irene Rhoshona 
Bryant 
Carryssa Dene Buckner 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITV ' SZy 
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Fanisia Nikita Bundage 
Autumn Nicole Burleson* 
India Burnett 
Senswayla Swenshay Burns 
Ashleigh Veronica Burroughs 
Jeremy Butler* 
Valerie Annette Butler 




Erica Michelle Capella 
Codi-Anne Chaddane 
Carnegie* 
Kerri C Carr 
Tanaya T Carr* 
Chelsei Jackee' Carter* 
Damarquis Issiah Casarez 
Coy Lewis Casbeer* 
Jordan Benjamin M 
Castaneda 
Leah Castleberry* 
Briana Cecilia Catley* 
Keristan Paige Champaigne 
Christopher Anderson 
Chappell* 
Rufina Che Sirri 
Carl Childs* 
Chanel Alexandria Childs* 
Amaan Clark* 
Dominique Deshawn Clark* 
Lexis Oby Clement* 
Malik Jovan Cole* 
La'Kia Jewel Coleman* 
Jhermesia Z Collins 
Lamesha L Collins* 
Tiffany Condiff Thompson 
Adriana Conejo* 
Alexis Ariel Conely 
Kaiasha Raquael Cooper 
Leslie Shay Cooper* 
Leodalin Judith Cotto* 
Mohamed Coulibaly 
Destanee Deshawn Crayton* 
Alexandra Mackenzie 
Cromer 
Victoria Shanice Crosby 
Jasmine P Currie* 
Adrienne R Curry* 
Mychal Lawrance Curry 
Shomari Nyshae Curry* 
Schlena L Curtis* 
Chelsea S Daly 
Brittney T Damond* 
Shelby Cymone Daniels-
Williams 
Evaricia Avenir David* 
Andre Ramel Davis 
Gregory Wayne Davis* 
Jovana Lanae Davis* 
Larry'Shea Keyondra Davis 
Rosa H De Loera-Reyes* 
Khalil R Deanda* 
Carly Renee Detter 
Tiara A Dewalt 
Amy M Diawara 
Dominique Nicole Dillon 
Chizorbam Diribe 
Ebony J Dixon* 
Lee Joseph Doffeny 
Ayah Eyad Doleh* 
El R Domingo-Johnson 
Sylvia Y Dompreh 
Jarette Malik Donnell-
Randle* 
Leah Ann Douglas 
Dextavia Monique Doze* 
Dom'onic Chas Duke 
Necole Latesh Edmond* 
Akossiwa Bella Edoh* 
Briana Rae I Edwards 
Chinwendu Chisom Ejimadu 
Briana Chiamaka Ekhator* 
Kierra C Ellison* 
Cody Micheal Elton-
Blackburn* 
Roderick L Emanuel 
Loveth Onyinye Emmanuel* 
Joy O. Emwin* 
Diamond Oluchi Enyinnia* 
Cassandra Marie Escobedo* 
Maduforo U Eze 
Odis Leon Favors III* 
Trenton T Ferguson* 
Anthony David Fernandez 
Niccharsha Renee Finley* 
Duraneisha Ty'Yana Firmin 
Calvin Scott Fitzgerald 
Lawrence Joshua Flanagan* 
Marta D Fleming* 
Michael D Forbes* 
India Leshawn Foster 
La Shanda S Francis 
Nikisha Ruby Francois* 
Kadejah M Franklin 
Antonio Jamal Freeman* 
Brittany Gabriel* 
Patrick Jeffrey Gant* 
Kirsten Garcia* 
Candice Elizabeth Garner* 
Bianca Denise Garza* 
Tedra L Gayflor* 
Bethany Q Gibson* 
Nikia J'Nae Giddings* 
Kayla Anne Gilchrist 
Victoria Grace Gilchrist* 
Jonica Raeanne Gillings* 
Edriece Love On Gills 
Keiva Maisie Gilmore 
Diron L Gipson* 
James De'Shonn Gipson* 
Marissa Rene Gonzales-
Hernandez 
Yesenia Zuhey Gonzalez 
Brannon F Goode 
Alexander I Goodwin 
Cameron Lamarr Gordon* 
Payton A Gore 
Kimberly Adriana Goshey 
Melvin Gray* 
Tony D Green* 
Teshia Faye Greer 
Phillip Michael Hackett 
Ashley C Hanson 
Christine S Hanson* 
Jacole Mariah Harp 
Megan Amber Harper* 
Arieal Elease Harris 
Jasmine Deshea Harris 
Jasmine Nicole Harris 
Wendell James Lemite 
Harris 
Jahi J Harrison* 
Faduma Warsame Hassan* 
Mohamed Warsame Hassan 
Ciarra I Hastings* 
Areal Alyss Hawthorne 
Lauren Dontrell Haynes 
Shelbe Haynes 
Linnea D Henderson* 
Tatyana S Henderson* 
C'Brionne Bnae Hendrix* 
Eden Christian Henry* 
David Javier Hernandez* 
Travis James Higgins* 
Briana Cantrell Hill* 
Saffron N Hill* 
Jasmine Florianna Hobbs 
Luke Richard Hobbs* 
Hannah Elise Holt 
Sequoia Shundrielle Hood* 
Kieara Dane Hooey 
Jamisha Aretha Horton* 
Jaquice Dezlasha Horton* 
Jamariya Anndrell Howard* 
Kennadee Marie Howard* 
Imani Michelle Hurd* 
Onoriode Pauline Ighofose 
Chioma Nneka venessa 
Iheaturu 
Kendra N Ivy* 
Megan Amaka Iwu 
Bria Nicole Jackson* 
Ja'Quetta J Jackson* 
Malcolm X Jackson 
Rayshaad J Jackson 
Alonia Celeste James* 
Empress Ahminah James* 
Jea'Niqua Nikel Jefferson 
Britthany C Jenkins* 
Destiny Renell Jenkins 
Elizabeth Jae Johnican* 
Ariel Renee Johnson 
Cornelia Le'Shea Johnson 
Jeaneen J Johnson* 
Keoshia Shyair Johnson* 
Kiona M Johnson* 
Paloma V Johnson* 
Rayven Johnson* 
Sharay B Johnson* 
Steffon DreShad Johnson 
Adam M Jones* 
Dai'Jah Monique Jones* 
Dana Christian Jones 
Erica Marie Jones 
* Dean's Honor 
Komanya Mwendelezi 
Jones* 
Paige Janae Jones* 
Erakwanda Mayana Joseph* 
Erakwandra Cayana Joseph 
Dannise Lasha Kelley* 
Shane Cody King 




Che'Darria B Lacey* 
Patrick Lee Lantz* 
Steven Alexander Lara 
Eve T Larkin* 
Jahnee Laurielle Lee* 
Kelsey Anne Legard 
Briyonna Lanae Lewis 
Cory Devanta Lewis* 
Makayla Lewis 
Misty Dawn Lewis* 
Sceaira Knatia Lewis* 
Tatianna Briaughn Lewis 
Victoria S Lewis* 
Mikala Denise Lightning 
Essence Evette Limbrick 
Toiya M Lister* 
Jazmine Rechae Lofton* 
Tiyesha Meshell Long* 
Aarianna Bene Longino* 
John Fitzgerald Lovelady* 
Meah Rochelle Maddox* 
Sunni Chante Malbrough* 
Colby Joseph Malveaux 
Shahryar Mansoor Syed 
Cleondria Sylvon Marable* 
Cherrelle D Marble* 
Samone P Marks* 
Julian Charles Marquez* 
Derrick J Marsh 
Krystal D Marshall 
Minnay E Marshall* 
Donovan Terril Martinez* 
Kerryea Courtney Martinez* 
Amira Maruf* 
Jovvanta J Mason Gray 
Joseph Anthony Mata* 
Jasmine Christina McDaniel 
Brittany Gail McKenzie* 
Se'Jon Davie McRoy* 
Jessica Alyssa Imani Milton* 
Jerica L Mims* 
Ashley J Minor* 
Alexia Nicole Mitchell* 
Safinaeli G Mndeme* 
Nafisa A Mohamoud 
Charles Mack Montalvo 
James G Montgomery 
Raven S Moody 
Courtney Alexis Moore* 
Tiffany Nicole Moore* 
Alexis N Morgan* 
Rachel Marie Morgan* 
Shekinah joy Morris 
Falonne Colbie Moumbogno 
Tchodimo 
Monisha Rene Murray* 
Jessy Ndongou Niameny 
Akerey* 
Shafique Devon Neloms* 
Mallik A Newman* 
Kierra L Newton* 
Marissa Bena Nobles* 
Patrick Ikenna Nwachukwu* 
Amy Ify Obi 
Ana Milena Ochoa Cruz 
Efemona Amber Odu* 
Kehinde Olusola Ogunseye 
Tajudeen O Ohiri* 
Nnaemeka C Okorie 
Obianuju Barbra Okoye* 
Michellina Beatrice Olivas* 
Ajibola O Olojo* 
Carli Oneal* 
Ezinne Charity Onuoha 
Dubem Nnamdi Onyejegbu 
Beatriz Gabriela Ortega 
Ivan Martin Otogo Andeme* 
Taylor Jaret Overshown 
Christine Monisola Owojori 
Sierra Michelle Palmer 
Alexus Parker* 
Breya Je'Nay Parker* 
Nia Elan Parker 
John H Parrham* 
Sumir Akim Patel 
Brittni R Patterson* 
Davidra M Patterson* 
Ashly Paul* 
Jasmine Peoples 
Breyanna D Petrie 
Cole Jalen Pierre 
Kristen Mone' Pleasant* 
Kasey Plummer 
Robert Raymond Ponton 
Andetria Ty'Shae Poole 
Ajuah Powell* 
Christine Powers 
Felicia Kyei Prah* 
Mecca D Price* 
Akilah I Provost 
Jeaiza Maria Quinones 
Kiara R Rabb 
Dana L Randle 
Danny Ray Randle* 
Kyla P Randle* 
Andrea Shanique Randolph 
Phyllisa D Reams 
Ivette Rengifo* 
Andrea S Reynolds 
Xavier Alexander Rice 
Jamesha Lasha Richard 
Miss-Kimille Michela 
Richardson 
Taylor A Richardson* 
Maya Robertson* 
Deja Robinson 
Demond Markell Roland* 
Victoria Danielle Rossum* 
Tatiana L Ruhl 
"Foundation to Future - Imagine the possibilities..." 
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Carmicha R'Shae Sadler* 
Seth E Saganti 
Jeremy Eugene Sample 
Deborah Sanchez* 
Alexandria C Scott 
Santrell Deshae Scott* 
Guillermo V Serrato 
Leanna M Shannon* 
Abdullahi Ahmednou Sheikh 
- Yusuf* 
Rebecca R Shell* 
Ghandi Yolanda Sherman 
Nia A Shy 
Connie Lyne Sims* 
Kiara N Sims* 
Justin Pierre Sinegal 
Nyia Ty'Jai Skelton* 
Eddie A Smith* 
Kashara B Smith* 
Kentrell Smith* 
Naomi Meshall Smith* 
Patricia A Smith* 
Phillip Smith* 
Porsha Smith 
Raven J Smith 
Shayna Loren Smith 
Sierra La'Shel Smith 
Vanessa Elaine Smith 
Olivia D Solomon* 
Madison Tessie Spencer* 
Morgan R Stafford* 
Marquise D Stampley* 
Jerome C Stanford* 
Jordan L Stephens* 
Charles Douglas Stewart 
J'Neia Kailynn Stewart 
Garienne Adrianna Stiggers* 
Jewel A Stovall* 
Jolinda Divina Street 
Keonte Armon Strong* 
Adil Akbar Surani 
Alexandria D Talley 
Alexis Shanae Tanner 
Laura Tapia 
Jose Luis Tarango* 
Corey Jamaal Taylor* 
Crishon Tonyell Taylor* 
Diamon Trashun Taylor* 
Kimberly Taylor* 
Allan Serge Theodore 
Elsa Sara Thomas 
MarShayla Denise Thomas* 
Roger James Thomas* 
Perry E Thompson* 
Tavia Quinne Thompson* 
Tya A. Tilson 
Lorenzo Tolbert* 
Mirissa Tucker* 
Jazmine J Turner* 
Khanay Y Turner 
Angela Uhegwu 
Laura Karina Vargas 
Rochelle Lylette Vazquez 
Roberto Vega 
Sharnecia U Walden* 
Jelisa J Walker* 
Megan Elyse Walker* 
London Jermaine Wallace* 
Jeremy Gawncoarlos Ward 
Kelli Monia Washington 
Shannon William 
Washington 




Bryan De Wayne Weary* 
Daphne Symone Webb* 
Symphony Shaniqua 
Webb* 
Ke'Tara M. Wells 
Jasmine Lynn 
Westmoreland 
Candace M Whitaker* 
Diamond Charnel White* 
Jeremy Juwan Whitfield 
Caitlin Paige Whittington* 
Malcolm Tyler Whorton* 
Grundy S Wiley* 
Melissa Wiley 
Cid'Ni C Wilkerson 
Alencia Marea Williams* 
Darrian Nauzamona 
Williams* 
Jocquinn Antony Williams* 
Johnathan Franklin 
Williams 
Kristerpher Craig Williams* 
Shamika L Williams* 
Takeisha L Williams 
Tevin Martae Williams 
Travis Chad Williams 
Brandon Tyler Willis* 
Alijah Unique Wilson 
Kenetha L Wilson* 
Jasmine Victoria Winston 
Jessica Jana'E Winston* 
Ka'Vonda Monique 
Wood row* 
Brianna Maruel Wright* 
TyWanda V Wright 
Tempie L Wyatt* 
Stephany Xavier 
Devin De'Shaun Yates 
Jessica Na'Ree Young* 
Kaleisha Ja'Ray Young* 
Khaliah AN Young 
Tiesha Shonta Zeno* 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Dinaoli A Adam 
Dirkdrieka D Addison 
Candyce Lynn Alexander* 
Alexis Marie Allen* 
Nicole Alvarado* 
Kyle T Amos* 
Chase Mar'Kel Anderson* 
Derrick A Anderson* 
Jazz Lauren Anderson* 
Leroy William Anderson* 
Jonathan M Anthony* 
Maria Luisa Arellano* 
Taylor Christianann Bailey* 
Katrina S Baker* 
Manisha Baniya 
Wendoline Barrios Reyes* 
Lyric Louise Bass* 
Allicea Anise Beale-
Whigham* 
Reneisha M Beatty* 
Jeremy T Becton* 
Marcassa Blackwell* 
Tayoona Monqua Blake* 
Shania Mone Blanton 
Ulrick Andre Boyogueno 
Bria A Branford 
Jarvis Omar Brawley* 
Allen J Bray* 
David Arthur Brecker 
Ashlynn J Bridges 
Danesia Consquella Brown 
Tori Dre'Kel Brown* 
Lynette D Bufford 
Phydray Burel* 
Denzel R Calhoun* 
Brianna J Carter* 
Alexis Lauren Castleberry* 
Ebony Moshay Chase 
Timothy Wayne Clements* 
Amy Tan Cline* 
Larry Dean Coleman* 
Bakari A Collins* 
Sha Shena Cooper 
Reina Guadalupe Cruz* 
Nigel Malik Cubitt* 




Gloria C Davenport* 
Alexia S Davis-Johnson 
Natalia J Day 
Alexandria Monique De La 
Cruz* 
NiKa'la Kiana Deveraux 
Grant Patrick Dougherty 
Ariel Renee Duhart* 
Marissa C Edwards* 
Stephen Gerard Edwards* 
Esrom Eyob 
Brandon A Faciane 
Malick Faye* 
Kyasia Symone Fields 
Shaddae Royleesha 
Findley 
Caleb Vic Frazier* 
Brian Leroy Freeman 




Julian Gabriel Garza 
Jordan C Gomez 
Megan Legail Gould* 
Carl Lewis Green* 
Evan Alexander Green* 
Mia Mattie Green* 
Meshia Shay Greer* 
Nadia Leah Grier* 
Courtney N Griffin 
Lurinza Griffin* 
Bryce E Guidry* 
David Thomas Hadley* 
Treshawn Kyndell Hagood 
Kafilat lyabo Haleem* 
Yuri D Hall* 
Darius S Hamme* 
Brandon E Harris* 
Nikiya Ariel Harris 
Tenia Sylvia Harris* 
Alonzo Henderson* 
Jennifer Elaine Hill 
Samantha D Hodges 
Canice Halea Hollins* 
Susan M Hood 
Tiara Monet Howell* 
Latifa Lynez Hubbard* 
Timothy Lee Hudspeth 
Travonna Janae Hughes* 
Amal Ahmed Hussein* 
Olatunde Idowu* 
Ambriehl Unique Ingram* 
Jeanette L Jackson* 
Keirra O Jackson 
Krystal Tysheana Jackson* 
Shabritney Monae Jackson* 
Malena G James* 
Te'Andrea Lashika James* 
Savon Malik Jasmin* 
Breanna D'Nell Jermany* 
Carrington O Johnson* 
Jekini Marie Johnson* 
Jordan A Johnson 
Rahni S Johnson 
Jeffrey Lee Jolivet* 
Tracy A Jones* 
Christopher Allan Ketner* 
Riah s Kindle* 
Christian D Krushall* 
Casey Mikal Kyle 
Ellard Lamb* 
Kurt P Lambert II* 
Emmanuella O Lamptey* 
Demarquo Montre1 
Lastrappe* 
Kametra D Long 
Tajah Tamil Manning-
Livingston* 
Joshua Darrel Mayes* 
Roemello Christian 
McCardell* 
Malcolm Barrett McFarland 
Jalyssa Evette McGill* 
Taylor Blake McKnight* 
Oscar E Mejia* 
Bryson Markel Miles* 
Ashley Denise Mills* 
Mark E Mitchell* 
Paola A Montano* 
Sandra Nicole Moore 
Nedra S Newman 
Vivian T Nguyen* 
Mark Omezi 
Ronald Dwight Osborne* 
Julien Clell Peters* 
Charles Claibrone Philpott* 
Antanee Pitts 
Carmen Ailessia Porter 
Daizsa E Preston 
Rebekah V G Preston 
Desireth Quintero* 
Anthony K Redmond 
Robert Earl Reese 
Tajah Z Revoir 
Donielle R Richard* 
Alexander Charles 
Richardson* 
Tamiah Machelle Robertson* 
Juanita Rodriguez 
Christina Marie San Angelo* 
Dalya Symone Sanders* 
Journei M Sanders* 
Justin A Sandoval* 
Sandra Sandoval 
Jaron Burton Schneider* 
Brandon Luke Scott 
Adrienne Seibert* 
Deanna H Slaughter 
Breya Nycole Sloan 
Jordan Smith 
Kedrick Smith* 
Rachelle Kearse Smith 
Rodney Legrant Smith* 
Shelbi Smith 
Damion D Stephens* 
Brandi Marie Stokes* 
Brandon N Swan* 
Elijah D Taylor* 
Reginald E Taylor* 
Shiquez Rene Taylor* 
Muhammad Hashim H Thanvi 
Jalen C Thibodeaux* 
Alexis N Thomas* 
Kelli Denise Toussant* 
Osvaldo Trejo 
Steven Miguel Trotter* 
Denzel L Tucker* 
Jawann Raushem Turner* 
Chidiebere S Udoye* 
Destiny Noelle Velez 
Ginger A Walker 
Jamesse Walker* 
Marquis V Wallace* 
Chesley I Walton* 
Garrett Jerrell Walton* 
Lanesha Lavette Walton* 
Paris Shakur Washington* 
Terry R Washington* 
Lajun N Wesley* 
Antoinette D. Wheaton 
Jonathan De'Wayne Whiting 
Taylor J Wilborn 
Antoinette Patricia Williams 
Destini Desiree Williams 
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Lamontica C Williams 
Rachel A Williams 
Deshaun Dwayne Woods* 
Kimara M Woolfoik* 
Deandra Shanice Wright* 
Alvin James York 
Christina Renee Yowman 
WHITLOWE R. GREEN 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Polly Marie Abdulwahab 
Jhavonte Adams* 
Monica Addo 
Monica E Agogo* 
Marquisha S Alexander 
Jordan Denise Allen* 
Obayana A Allen 
Alyse C Anthony 
Sylvia Mere Ayonote* 
Joel Bernard Bailey 
Christina Ciara Baltazar 
David Earl Barnes* 
Amadi Shani Barrett 
Genacie Roshona T Bates 
John Colin Bates 
Janette Batista 
Brianna N Beacham 
Tamara R Beasley 
Annette E Benard* 
Jayla Rose Blair* 
Brea Monee Blaylock* 
Caytlin Breanna Bolden* 
Tajah Ruby Bolden* 
Paige Elizabeth Bostic 
Angel Michell Boult* 
Armani D Boxley 
Katherine D Boyd 
Charlecia Leshia Brandon* 
Ebonee Rocquell Brooks 
Leonna Renee' Brooks* 
Alexa S Brown* 
Bria Imani Brown 
Trey T Brown* 
Breanna Synclair Bryant* 
Elita Jasmine Bryant* 
Jamespaul Tristian Bryant* 
Curtricia Dominique Burrell 
Latisha N Butler* 
Arieona Onya Cage* 
Shamarla L Calhoun 
Danielle Leighann Callens* 
Daeron K Campbell* 
Alisa R Carter 
David Charles Carter* 
Monica Cartwright* 
Lauren D Chancellor* 
Jamesha Nicole Cherry* 
Michael Cherod Chevalier 
Adline Amarachi Chimaobi 
Paige Marian Chuidian* 
Amanda E Clark 
Imani J Clark 
Marissa Brianna Clark* 
Imani Christine Cofield 
Caleb J Coleman* 
Devonda Lasha Coleman 
Ste'Riesha B Coleman 
Takara Coleman 
Monique Nickole Collins* 
Roxanne I Colon-Sanchez 
Andrew Cooper 
Charles A Cooper* 
Teana Shauntel Cruse 
Misti M Daigle* 
Ronneka Yvette Davis 
Cody L Den Beste* 
Chandra Nichelle Dennis 
Erin A Dufauchard* 
Angel D Duncan 
Nakia J'Nae Dunlap-
B road n ax 
DaVonna Bridgette 
Edgerson 
Tiashana Jean Edwards 
Milan Adale Eugene* 
Shelby N Fellers* 
Karen Sharlene Fishbeck 
Jazzmine Simone Fisher* 
Amanda Leighann Ford* 
Jasha Niquia Ford* 
Rauterica S Ford* 
Kiwaynea L Foster 
Collissa Dar'Neice Fowler* 
Bianca Francois* 
Ashley Monay Gaddis* 
Maria G Galvan 
Dwight A Gibbs* 
Esmirna A Gonzalez 
Eugene Edward Goodrum* 
Dalayla Leshuan Goodwin* 
Edna Astrid Gracidas 
Brooke Nichole Grady* 
Latarsha Lashoy Gray 
Monique Keneisha Green 
Shuntrona Denise Green* 
Jerrica M Hall 
Jasmine R Hammonds* 
Lemetrice Dashan Harris 
Rachel L Harris* 
Alexis Sheona Harvey 
Dashe Daniell Hatten 
Morgan Terlingua Hawkins 
Olivia Hayes 
Imani Shanae-Marie Heath* 
Corey Ambrose Henry 
Keith A Henry* 
Malcom Xavier Herron 
Autumn Na'cole Higgins 
Jalicia J Hines* 
Brandy Ann Holt 
Jasmin A Hooker* 
Bruce Bernard Horton* 
Antonia Shavon Howard 
Alexis Jenelle Howell 
Ikia Marie Huff* 
Katherine Dannyell Hull* 
Reem Mohammed Hussein 
Ashanti Monique Ivery 
Ashley N Jackson* 
Brandi A Jackson 
Camirey A Jackson* 
Chazlee Bre'Don Jackson* 
Cheryl Jackson* 
Christian Deontay Jackson* 
Georgia A Jackson* 
James Earl Jackson 
Michael D Jackson 
Shaqoyia Collette Jackson* 
Dominique Jasmin 
Nicole Leshae Jennings 
Charlotte Chanel Jermany 
Ke'Andra Moshay Jessie* 
Lawrence Eugene Jeter 
Aneyssa Jasmine Johnson* 
Gene' Aryel Johnson* 
Jordan Terrell Johnson* 
Toni Dominique Johnson* 
Zakia Ayana Johnson 
Anita Y Jones 
Jarel Montrea Jones 
Nastasya Renee Jones* 
Melissa Amaris Kalbfleisch 
Lajoesia S Keith* 
Kevin Michael Lahaie* 
Jawanna M Lamb 
Cassity Land 
Zaria K Larkins* 
Brianna S Ledet 
Ciana C Lee* 
Kalarria JhaNae Lee* 
Tarryn G Leonard* 
Jalon Jerell Leviege 
Cherie Nicole Lewis 
Henry Robert Lloyd* 
Le'Anna B Lundy* 
Santa Clarisa Maldonado* 
Chelsi N Martin* 
Oscar Armando Martinez 
Raven L Mathis* 
Breanna Keeshawn 
Matthews* 
Toni Nicole Mayze 
Kendall Alexandra Mazant 
Brooke A McClinton 
Bethanie Kirsten McCloud* 
Tamara Mcculloch* 
Dejah Mcgee* 
Joy Leslie McHenry 
Regan E Mcllvenna 
Melody Paige McKenzie 
Steffon N McKinley 
Shatoya L McMillan* 
Bintu Kay Meeks* 
Andrew Louis Michael* 
Dymond L Milburn* 
Myosha M Milburn 
Evan E Miller* 
Krystal Lee Monroe* 
Shelby Elise Moore 
Ekene Alexander Mordi* 
Xavier Daveyon Morris 
Kayla B Morrison 
Essence R Moss* 
Tia' Tashe' Myers 
Kristen Cherelle Nauls 
* Dean's Honor 
Araseli Negreros 
Brock Anthony Newton* 
Jamiscia Shavian Nunn* 




Michael Elijah Owens* 
Rachel L Owens 
O'Shawn C Parker 
Terrel Hakim Patel 
Shelby Pavlu* 
Brittney Janine Peace* 
Jawnna A Penn 
Brittany L Penrice 
Amanda Nicole Phillips* 
Chelsea C Phillips 
Shawn T Pierce 
Teshawna Ralette Pierson* 
Caleb Anthony Pikes* 




Tiffany Alexis Prda 
Danielle M Prejean* 
Samuel J Pritchett* 
Zakiya N Provost 
Kelly L Randall 
Trinity D Randolph 
Gesmi Raza 
Taylor Janay Reed* 
Kathern A Reid 
Stephanie D Renfro 
Veronica Lizett Reyes 
Janet Yvette Richardson 
Kendria Rae Richburg 
Nina Riser 
Tiffany Marie Robertson* 
Tommie Lee Robins 
Jazz'E Robinson* 
Shavondra P Robinson* 
Taylor Olevia Roland* 
Alondra Rosales 
Anesha Chantel Rowser* 
Mysha A Rutledge* 
Rashad Sabree* 
Markuita L Sandle 
Brittany Alisea Scineaux* 
Brittney S Scott 
Deja' Ashanti Scott* 
Emerald S Scott* 
Gloria J Scroggins 
Eunice Sheffield 
Shelby Leanne Shelton* 
Tierra Destini Smith* 
Summer Michelle Smith-
Holt 
Christina M Sowell* 
Britt M Spears* 
Megan A Spears* 
Brittany Danielle Springer 
Hillary Denise Starkley 
Shaneece Auriel Stephens* 
Obrina Zhane Stubblefield* 
Breaune Lashay Taylor* 
Remi H Taylor* 
Taylor Joy-Vonne Terrell 
Quaniece Sade Thigpen 
Lee Eric Thomas* 
Maya Alysha Thomas* 
Sydney Renee Thomas* 
Franchell Dominique 
Thompson 
Jessica Akudo Ukabiala* 
Kathy P Wade* 
Keegan Shaquille Walker* 
Paige R Walker 
Di'sha M Wallace* 
Alexis Breanna Walton* 
Brittany Keiara Ward* 
Kylar Chayce Ward-Flowers* 
Alonzo D Warren* 
Jessica Ternell Washington* 
L'vita A Washington 
Sandra Wells 
Cecele N West* 
Sarah Catherine Westbrook 
Eyan Zachary White 
Chad Johnathan Wilkinson* 
Aaron J Williams* 
Adara L Williams* 
Brandalyn D Williams 
Camille M Williams 
Candaysha Ravon Williams* 
Geremy D Williams* 
James Robert Williams* 
Jasmine S Williams* 
Jazmyne D Williams* 
Krislyn Sinade Williams 
Raigain S Williams* 
Sydney Delain Williams* 
Therez Nicole Williams* 
Sebrea Wilmore 
Brittany Noel Wilson* 
Danielle Dominique Wilson 
Charicia Jer'Vonte Winfield 
Jadecia D Wrighter* 
Chelsea D Wynne 
Tyrel Young 
ROY G. PERRY COLLEGE O 
ENGINEERING 
AN Aaqid* 
Clifford P Abendanio 
Tolulope Samuel Adebola 
Tiwalade A Adeniji Adele 
Ademikun M Adeseyoju 
Waheed Olugbade Adeshina 
Sunday Toyosi Adesina 
Adedoyin Tolu Adetayo* 
Ameishat T Adeyemi* 
Babajide Adeyemo-ljalana 
Adeniran S Agbede 




Tiana A Akins* 
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Gabriella Akpojiyovwi 
Anthony Alao 
Damion L Alexander* 
Ja'el Alexander Alfred* 
L'Tania Naima Alfred 
Fazal Latif Ali 
Salman Latif Ali 
Sarfaraz Latif Ali 
Abolaji Alimi 
John Fredrick Allen* 
Renel Rakeem Allen* 
Nazem Almaaz 
Samer Fawzi Alqaysi* 
Amr Khalid Aly 
Chidimma Amagwula 
Farooq Amir* 
Rafiat Kemi Animashaun 
Brittany A Anugwom* 
Deron Rashad Arceneaux 
Willie C Arnold* 
Rodney Ke'Shawn 
Arrington* 





Samir Osman Badamgul* 
Francesco Traviras Bain 
Bryanna L Barriere* 






Jessica M Bee* 
Trevannie A Beharie 
Marcus D Bell* 
Cleveland W Bellard 
Keirstin A Bello 
Felipe Orlando Beltran 
Isaac H Berry* 
Jacob Calvary Bias 
Paul Edward Black 
Briona Shavonta Bolden 
Todd Dion Boone* 
Alexander George Bowen 
Shemeca Rochell Bowie 
Akin C Bowman* 
Alexis Shay Bragg 
Alegra Elise Breaux 
Vander Breland 
Kaylon Johanna Briggs* 
Keith A Brown 
Cordarell Pierre Bryant* 
Nathan Paul Budziszewski 
Adam C Burns* 





Ghana Shyam Chalise 
Jermaine Jackson 
Chambers 
Fidelis Nde Chendi 




Jimesia D Clark 
Troy F Clark* 
Diadrian Antonette Clarke* 
Jordan Mitchell Clayton* 
Alexis Michelle Clinton* 
Christina E Collins* 
Anthony James Comeaux 
Imani K Coney* 
Chika Praise Cosmas* 
Noemi Cuevas 
Deryian Anthony Culbreath* 
Sara Darabi Nomsi 
Julia E Davenport 
Jose Angel Davila 
Kristin Marie Davila 
Carlos Gilberto De Freitas 




Philippe Loic Dieke 
Christelle Faustine Dingana* 
Ansaarullah Rasul Diop 
Vu Do 
Vanessa Dongmo 
Ashley N Dooley 
Brandon A Dowe* 
Joseph Marquis Dowell 
Jarrett Charles Dubois 
Robert E Dubose 
Tristan Dashoun Edwards 
Ijeoma I Ejimadu 
Sanjeewa Prasad Ekanayaka 
Monieb M Eldow 
Ahmad Moeen Elkaoefy 
Yohn Ishiro Ellis* 
Brence E Ellison* 
Malcolm L Elmore* 
Michelle Okiemute Emedo 
Dylan T English 
Silver Kelechi Enyinnia 
Bosah John Erinne 
Beatriz Yuliet Estrada 
Guerra 
Michael Antoine Evans 
Aisha Farooqi 
Nadia Farooqui 
Christopher T Finley 




Nicholas J Fowler* 
Jorge L Fuentes 
Emily Julliet Garcia* 
Sumaila Braimah Garuba* 
De'Andre Gazaway 
Muhammad Yasir Ghazi* 
Robert Lee Gilliam* 
Marissa G Goode 
De'Rius R Goudeaux* 
Charles Granger 
Jessica Rene Gray* 
Kamon Petrell Gray* 
Patrick Lewis Gray* 
Akeem Okino Green 
Demitri L Guest* 
Chari R Guidry* 
Ronald W Guillory 




Christian Andres Guzman 
Dung Ha 
Robert DayShaun Hall* 
Asha S Hampton-Finch* 
Michael Tyree Hardeman* 
Jamie Bre'Shaun Harris* 
Jasmine Louise Harris* 
Jaylon L Harris* 
Michael J Harris* 
Stephen Matthew Hartfield* 
Muhammad Abul Hasan* 
Davita Sharone Heavener* 
Andrew Johnathan Henken 
Joe David Herridge 
Raymond M Hietikko* 
Isaiah Jeremiah Holloway* 
Brittane Jean Hood* 
Andrew Hooey 
Douglas Jarrod Howard* 
Eboni Montre Howard* 
Larry C. Howard* 
Jamonta Raymon Hudson* 
Natalie Huerta* 
Gediyon G Hunde* 
Terrence J Hunter 
Rafay Hussain 
Syed Fazal Hussain 
Syed Abbas Hussain* 
Kowther A Hussein 
Mario A Ibrahim 
Kingsley Ikegbunam* 
Rotimi Michael Inyang 
Sabrina Iqbal 
Iris Shelomit Irigo Edenguiet 
Michael C Ivory 
Unwana Isang Iwot* 
Chinwendu Doris Iwuorie 
Jerron Dawayne Jackson 
Paige Nicolette Jackson 
Tremain D'Ante Jackson* 
Allen P Jacob 
Adeiah Marie James 
Jaylen Rashaad James 
Mariah L James* 
James Richard Jaynes 
Jaycelyn Aaliyah Jefferson 
Kevin Tobias Johnson 
Eric Cole Johnston* 
Candria Chanel Jones 
Dezerel Martine Jones* 
Ravez Markesio Jones* 
Reuben Lawrence Joseph* 
Oscar Alejandro Juarez* 
Jacques K Kalamba* 
Paul Francois Kameni 
Tcheuffa 
Anne B Kamenju 
Galdine Suzy Kana Goufo 
Gloria Kankenga Maleya* 
Anish Kumar Karki 
Silvere L Kengni 
Jourdan Michele Kerl 
Andrea Symone Kerlegan 
Mohammad A Khan* 
George Kagima Kimani 
Teandra Jenee Kinlaw 
Folasade Samantha 
Klementi* 
Adama Gregoire Kone 
Jini Varghese Koshy 
Renny Raymon Koshy 
Matthew C Krusen 
Tamuno-Mieib Samuel 
Lambert* 
Chayse Monroe Lavallais 
Minh Khai Le* 
Viontre Quijon Lemon* 
Desola Oluwamayowa Lesi* 
Jocquia K Levy 
Jasmine Renee Lewis 
Sarah Beth Lewis* 
Victoria Michelle Livingston* 
Chazz Anthony Logan 
Alexandra N Losoya* 
Sarah Kibambe Lumanu 
Verna Jo Puangco 
Macapagal* 
Jaron S Mackey 
Kimberly M Mahoney* 
Adrianne Amelia Mallett* 
Brandon Devincent Martin* 
Salomon Martinez* 
Amir Masood 
Shawn P. Mathai 
Jonathan C Maxey* 
Maxwell M Mayaka* 
Kamron Jamal McClain* 
Jaylyn M McCook 
Malik A. McCoy* 
Christopher E McLamb* 
Ameer Tariq McMillan* 
Jaquina L McWashington* 
Soheil Mehmannavaz 
Allan K Melly 
Xavier Alexander Mendoza* 
Bruna Menezes 
David Lucas Menjivar 
Ashley Kaye Merritt* 
Abacachi Meyram Madjio 
Brian A Miller* 
Spencer Elliott Miller 
Ryan Joseph Mills* 
Luis Armando Mireles 
Ernescia Mitchell* 
Jesus Aaron Monjaraz 
Patrick Djeunkam Monkam' 




Tierney Rose Moore 
Hugo Enrique Morales* 
Abdul-Jabbar Muhammad* 
Tariq Nail Muhammad Eli* 
Mahlah Elise Murray 
Uzair Nadeem* 
Adil Naimi 
Jose L Najera* 
Malik V Nelson* 
Angela R Newsome 
Phuc Tri Tarn Nguyen* 
Chukwuemeka E 
Nwabudike* 
Louis Marie D Nwatchap 
Kwende 
Jonathan Enyinna Nwogu 
Chimeh Jesse Nwokeji* 
Chiemena C Obinnwa* 
Cory Temidayo Odeniyi* 
Olusegun Omotayo Odukoya 
Olubunmi Mary Ogunfowora 
Azeez Adebayo Ojelade 
Sidney C Okafor* 
Lawrence Kingsley Okereke* 
Vincent I Okonji 
Bisoye O Olaleye* 
Steve Olewe 
Fredrick D Oliver* 




Sheila Ekeoma Onyekwere 
Chimeremuzo Arinze 
Onyenezi 
Chiaka Courtney Opara 
Juliana M Orepo-Orjay 
Oluwatoyin Omowunmi 
Osho* 
Issa Kinigui Ouattara* 
Amour Davy U Ouedraogo* 
Antony Q Owens* 
Daniel Joseph Owens* 
Babajide Emmanuel 
Oyegunle 
Danycka Leonah Oyiga 
Obame* 
Kris S Paige 
Am it N Patel 
Katherine Pena* 
Joshua J Perkins* 
Dustin Pfeffer 
Vinny V Pham* 
Marcus W Phipps* 
Robert F Potra* 
Edward Lawrence Price 
Briana A Provost* 
James Joseph Pryor* 
Usman Salim Qazi 
Freddy Santiago Quintero 
Marquisha Randolph 
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Kiersten Janae Raymond 
Quinson D Reed 
Donald L Rhodes* 
Johan K Rhodes 
Celeste Alise Roane* 
Kayla Lashae' Robert* 
Krystle Joy Roberts 
Kayla R Robinson 
Stephan Robinson 
Michelle V Robinson Living* 
Cameren Louis 
Roquemore* 
Arthur M Rosemond* 
Jason Y Ruth* 
Rayan H Sakhta 
Elise-Marie Sikiratu Salim* 
Waqas A Salim* 
Anarosa Sanchez 
Jamal E Sawyer 
William J Selmon 
Moiz Sheikh 
Faduma A Sheikh-Yusuf* 
Jaharre Eon Shepard* 
Tierra La'Nette Shepherd 
Nabil R Sherif* 
Ashlee E Sherman* 
Patrick Were Shitabule 
Ayobami Oluwapelumi 
Shoyinka 
Ahmad Hasan Siddiqi* 
Floyd S Simmons* 
Malcolm Jamal Simpson 
Rodney Dewayne Smith 
Taylor Odessa Smith 
Randy A Soto 
Christian St Julian* 
Danial R Steels* 
Savion Christopher 
Stephens* 
Richard Earl Stephenson* 
Jasmine Angelica Stith 
Danielle M Sullivan 
Bradley Alexander Sutton 
Kehlin Swain 




Long Van Tao* 
Markia L Tate* 
Barry Anderson Taylor* 
Dakira Quintrel Taylor* 
Jacolby De'Derick Terry* 
Marye Abebaw Tesfahun 
Allerick J Tezeno* 
Jisha Thankachen* 
Muhammad Asim Thanvi* 
Nykeem Emon Thomas 
Branden Donte Thompson* 
Gerald Orlando Thompson 
Patierre Stefan Thorpe* 
Tegawende Tiendrebeogo 
Christopher Tunde Tifase* 
Joe Louis Toole 
Juan Sebastian Toro* 
Nayani Torres* 
Robert Tomas Torres* 
Rokia Traore* 
Roy Dean Turner* 
Akachukwu Mary Collect 
Udokoro 
Carl Joseph Upchurch 
Emmanuel Obunike Uvuka 
Matthew Adam Vasquez 
Salvador Vasquez 
Brandom Eduardo Vazquez* 
Christopher Brian Villa 
Jada Rhey'Lynn Viney* 
Adil Wahab 
Kyle Tremaine Walker* 
Bryanna Tanai Wallace* 
Alexandria Leigh-Anne 
Ward* 
Mark David Waters 
Darius Darnell Wilborn 
Brandon Lee Williams 
Marquise K Williams* 
Trey D Williams* 
Matthew Alan Wilson 
Craig Jules Wiltz* 
Aaron Zell Woods* 
Brandie Cheyenne Woods 
Stephen J Woods 
Damone L Wright* 
Aiden Nazar Zaki* 
Souleymane Zampaligre 
Hootan Ziary* 
COLLEGE OF JUVENILE 
JUSTICE AND 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Joshua Antonio Allen* 
Wesley A Amos 
Donielle M Anderson* 
Ngozi D Anyakee 
Isaac Kofi Arthur 
Adrian J Avalos* 
Jasmine Badipe* 
Chenetra N Batiste* 
Taylor Andree Baxter* 
Shyra Marqui Beniot* 
Mary Olivia Benoit 
Elliott De'Ante Bios* 
Tashayla D Blue 
Shara P Boatner* 
Bryia D Bogan* 
Alexa Marie Bollar* 
Matthew K Bolton* 
Brianna S Boykin 
Aspen Nichole Branson 
Shamiya M Brooks* 
Anastasia Brown 
Christopher Joshua Brown* 
Desirae Dawnyette LeShae 
Brown 
William Nathaniel Brown* 
Emily Nicole Bryant* 
Brandi Marie Burton* 
Erycha Shavon Butler 
Latesha Rayvette Caldwell* 
Thalia Sarahi Calvillo-
Conejo 
Aisha O Campbell* 
Breneshia Lasha Carter* 
Melanie Dahma Carter* 
Shynecia B Carter* 
Simone T Castille 
Jacorey Devontrae Chaney 
Laurrin T Clark 
Marquis D Cleveland* 
Jazmin' S Cobb 
Diamond S Coleman 
Taylor T Collins* 
Tevin D Comeaux* 
Kyle Douglas Comp* 
Princess Ashley Cook 
Briunca Charnae Cox* 
Allena Jestine Crump* 
Paris Jane Nicole 
Cunningham 
Je-Nay Marie Dailey* 
Rickesha Shanee' Damond* 
Chatnea Catgerine Davis 
Daeja Dent 
Aleyha Renee Deterville* 
Gloria Marie Deveraux* 
Michael P Dewey 
Mashala Jenette Dixon* 
Rania J Dotson* 
Kendall Devaughn Douglas 
Malori Elyse Douresseau* 
Rachel May Edkin 
Nakia Latrell Edmond 
Joshua Eubanks* 
Ke'Shae Monique Evans 
Kialana Milan Faniel 
Jalen Juwan Farmer 
Da'Shara Monique Faux 
Chanelle Denise Ferguson* 
Kayla Chaunte Ferguson* 
Yaphette Forward* 
Jordan L Foster* 
De'Edra Nicole Franklin* 
Morgan Camille Franklin* 
Keoni Jamila Franks 
Devon Renae T Garcia* 
Yolanda R Garza 
Morgan Symone Gatson* 
Justin Patrick Gaw 
Erica S Geason* 
Derhiava Brishon Gibson 
Christine G Gilchrist 
Dazjohnique And'E Gore* 
Jillian Ne'Colette Goss* 
Jermaine Keshon Graham* 
Chantierra Y Grant 
Tanecia Shaquel Gray* 
Kameron B. Green* 
Kalisha M Griffin 
Mayolin M Guevara 
Taylor Haley 
Ashley Marie Hall 
Mia-Tiara Shonjae Hall* 
Imani L Hamilton 
* Dean's Honor 
Kaycee R Hamilton 
Stephon Norris Hampton* 
Shantel Monea Hansbrough 
Alexus Nicole Hardin 
Jessica Sharell Hardy 
Chasity Monique Harris* 
Taylor Denise Harris* 
Lamyiah Pearlinia Harvel* 
De Andrea S Hickman* 
Adrienne Elizabeth Hill 
Jovan Darice Hill 
Xavier La'Dane Hill* 
Kristin Hobbs 
Najja Latrice Hogg 
Carolyn J Holiday* 
Atarah Roxxanne Hooten* 
Chamondria Allana Horn* 
Kennedy Simone Hughes* 
Ladonna Hughes* 
Craig A Irving* 
Derek B Isaac* 
Basia J Jackson* 
Samira J Jackson 
Danielle S Jackson-Cryer* 
Donisha Renee James* 
Joshua J Jefferson 
Bryanna Nichole Johnson* 
Desirray D Johnson 
Je'Anne Irene Johnson* 
Ashleigh Jones 
Brashad LaGregory Jones* 
Chloe Shenae Jones* 
Elexius Jana'e Jones 
Kellie Ryel Jones* 
Latesha Darnea Jones 
Lois M Jones* 
Kira Coe Kirkham 




Deion James Leake 
Tiaka Venyette Lee* 
Brittany W Lee Davis 
Sekouya Lashay Limbrick* 
Ta'Daiza Nashayla Littlejohn* 
Chloe Alexa Louis* 
Dasia R Lynch* 
Faith A Lyons 
Kevin Louis Macias* 
Sarah Jessica Malone 
Daphne Nicole Martin 
Ogonnaya N Mbachu* 
Baraka K McCann* 
Cassianna Selena McCants 
Amber Deneisha McCray 
Raven Antionette McGowan* 
Shaquitta Lorraine Mclntyre* 
Chanetra Laneta Mckenzie* 
Bryce Jalon McKinney* 
Brandon A Medina* 
David Davon Metcalf 
Keyanna B Minor* 
Ashley Kelsey Minter 
Destini Shanice Mitchell* 
Robbyn D Mitchell* 
Felicia F Monroe* 
Kendall Jeffrey Moore* 
Kennidra Marketa Moore* 
Maurelle A Moore 
Catina D Morgan-Martinez* 
Monique M Morris* 
Raven Brishae Morris 
Constence R Moss* 
Exelena N Moss* 
Giraud Joseph Mouton 
Keosha L Muhammad 
Adrienne Nicole Myers* 
Rudy Akhter Navichoc 
Scott Patrick Newton 
Isaiah Nix* 
Jhanae M O'Guin* 
Marquice Tyler Oleary* 
Xavaier C Oliphant 
Abena Asantewah Opoku 
Michael Lloyd Owens* 
Sapphire D Pace 
Ashley D Packer* 
Dominique L Paige* 
Kiara R Paredes 
Brittni Darsha' Parker 
David L Parker* 
Kaylah Jordan Parker* 
Danielle K Payne 
Breanna Yevette Peavy* 
Brandon Conrad Pelton* 
Amber Ja'Nae Perry 
Te'Verne Jerome Phillips* 
Bria J Plattenburg* 
Kierra Dawn Poole* 
Breanna Lavette Powell* 
Traynisha Powell 
Courtney D Prudhomme* 
Briana Yvette Pullen* 
Carmen Diane Purvis 
Jesha D Ramirez 
Courtney Michelle Rasmus 
Jamari D Reed* 
Regan Danielle Richard* 
Michael Andrew Riley 
Isabel Rincon 
Marcell Wilbert Roach* 
Audreanna N Roberts* 
Ashleigh Robinson 
Debrecia M Robinson* 
Lajoi Monea Robinson* 
Jessica Nicole Rodriguez* 
Brittnee La'Necia Rogers* 
Ketrial Rose* 
Jasper Elizabeth Ross* 
Christian Jeano Rousseau 
Diamond T-Keyah Sabir 
Ashley N Santos 
Kassie M Sauer* 
Chadae Catherine Sauls 
Kendra Alexandria Savage* 
Anna S Scott* 
Larissa S Scott* 
Tatiana Alexis Scroggins* 
Djanee M Simmons* 
From Alto Vista to the Present: Education is the Key to Success 
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lesha Charnel Sims 
Nolan Hubert Sims 
Evan Nicole Singleton* 
Antonette Jodi Smith* 
Chericka D. Smith 
Chloe S Smith 
Kiara Shauntrelle Smith* 
Shamari N Smith* 
Morgan Brianna Snead* 
Christina O Solmon* 
Alex D Square* 
Bre'von J'LaRey Stewart* 
Alexandria Denise Sweet* 
Brittaney A Taylor* 
Hannah Grace Taylor* 
Carrie Shanice Thomas* 
Kimberly R Thomas 
Sierra Le'Shan Thompson* 
Megan Ja'Nay Tillman* 
Shakara Eylese Titus* 
Thaddeus Jamal Tolbert* 
Shaundrea Rene Trussell 
Ashley K Turnage 
Austin Glenn Turner* 
Tony Iweh Ubani* 
Krystal Shenae1 Valentine* 
Cameron H Vaughn 
Dannielle Jamesh Veal* 
Lakisha M Vining 
Domanique Vital* 
Imani L Vital 
Tiara Tanelle Walker* 
Davonica Dominique 
Wallace* 
Whitney DeChelle Walls 
Jasmine Nicole Wanza 
Earnesha B Washington* 
Jarrel Deshaun Washington 
LaPorsha D Washington* 
Lacy Briana Webb* 
Tierra L White* 
Tiffany R White* 
Chanice I Wicks* 
Ashley M Williams* 
Mokeitha L Williams 
Terika Ann Williams* 
MiSchelle Alexis Wilson* 
Najla Lache Wilson* 
Amber T Witherspoon* 
Nyla Wofford 
Jerome Lynn Woodard* 
Shauntel De' Aune Woodard 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Sofiyyah T Abdulwahab* 
Muhabatkhon 
Abduraimova* 
Taiwo S Abiodun* 
Raven N Acrey* 
Anastasia I Adams 
Melissa O Adams* 
Olawale Hafiz Adio-Oduola 
Romanus U Agbasonu* 
Ifunanya Precious Agbo 
Pamela Nnonyelum Agina* 
Zainab Aderinsola Agoro* 
Gbenga Olufemi Akintoye* 
Ibukunoluwa A Akinyemi 
Maria Lorena Alcantar 
Morgan L Alewine* 
Sadiq AM* 
Jessica B Allen* 
Julisa R Allen 
Ifeyinwa Justina 
Amanchukwu* 
Miracle O Amaugwu* 
Njideka C Anadu* 
Ashanti Nicole Anderson* 
Brianna N Anderson 
Ceceile La Toya Anderson-
Moore* 
Mayomi Monsurat Andrew* 
Aieesia T Andrews* 
Taibat Omoshalewa 
Anifowoshe 
Amina Chika Anugwom 
Nneoma Akuoma Anyanwu* 
Eboni T Appling 
Carolina Arrazola 
Rajan Aruldass* 
Aliyah L Arzu 
Leslie E Ashegbeyeri 
Lexis Chade Ashford* 
Chelce1 J Atilee 
Adebola Nimotallah 
Atolagbe* 
Oluwakemi Rachel Awolowo' 
Charles Babaoye* 
Isata Bah* 
Tiara Neporsche Bains* 
Brittany E Baker 
Atinuke Bola Bamgbelu 
Karina Banda* 
Linda N Barnes* 
Brockea Alexia Battle 
Emmanuel Meguel Becknel* 
Makaela Chant'E Bell 
Jeremy Lucas Benitez 
Gayle Lorraine Benoit 
Carolina Betanco 
Tionna Deshay Black 
Felicia R Blackburn* 
Paola Rafaela Bolivar* 
Karyna T Boone* 
Cameron Mackenzie Bowen 
Rodgers* 
Tyrhonda Lynnea Bradley 
Patricia Ann Brayton* 
Amber Mona Braziel* 
Erin J Breaux 
Breana Monae' Broussard 
Amber Antoinette Brown* 
Camelle Nordia Brown 
Shametria D Brown* 
Alexander Thong Bui* 
Bryant Thao Bui* 
Sophie Nhu-Khanh Bui* 
Makia Y Bundu* 
Bria Janae Bush* 
Kasondra A Cain* 
Tonya Di'Jon Calvin* 
Morkeshia Nicole Cannon* 
Alia Janae Carpenter* 
Rocio Carreon 
Irais Guadalupe Castellon 
Gissell Castro* 
Ajah Noray Chaney* 
Agnes C Chukwu 
Errion Courtney Cloud 
Safiyyah K Cole* 
Tiffany Nicole Coleman 
Dania Giselle Cortez 
Genesis Cortez 
Shardae Ciara Coruthers* 
Christopher Warren 
Crawford* 
Rhea Renee Cruse 
Rosa Nataly Cueva 
Inger T Daniels* 
Alasia Keishawn Davis 
Hannah Rachelle Davis 
Tiara Shadae Davis 
Meagan Day* 
Olatilewa Debo-Ogunjimi* 
Janay Osayimwen Dehen* 
Tamara M Deshay* 
Sharla D Dewalt* 
Ikechukwu Felix Dike* 
Mark Andrew Dinning* 
Mamy D Diomande* 
Deja Donjel Doucette* 
Tiarra Monique Douglas* 
Aulbrie Danae Drummond* 
Briana Nicaule Duplechain 
Louisa Uruakanwa 
Duruiheoma* 
Kelsha Danielle Edwards* 
Christiana Nwanneka 
Egbunike* 
Daniel C Ekezie 
Uzochukwu O Emukah 
Diamantina Espinosa* 
Jessica Benitez Espinoza 
Rayna J Evans* 
Stephanie C Eze* 
Nwabugo I Ezeocha 
Brittany R Felder* 
Keith Bernard Felder 
Alaina Janae Ferguson* 
Fermila B Ferrer* 
Gohar Firozgary* 
Daisy Flores* 
Aaralyn T'Cara Monek Flott 
Sierra Liana Foster* 
Ethan R Fournier 
Corey R Fowler* 
Jaelyn Breon Fox* 
Morgan Renee Fox 
Ashley Nicole Frasier 
Jayda Tityana Frazier* 
Monica Frias* 
Ebony Jewel Fry* 
Terretria Gaines 
Lilian Pamela Galvan 
Charity Elexis Garrett* 
Selena Roxanne Garza 
Aaliyah Monae' Gilder 
Tyla Brielle Gilliams 
Kosisochi S Ginigeme* 
Carol Wambui Gitangu* 
Charles Gathungu Gitau* 
Mayda Alejandra Gonzalez 
Andrinae Z Gowans* 
Ashley G Grover* 
Brenda Guardado* 
Asha Hassan Gulled* 
Diamond Mona Hagler* 
Halimat Ayobami Haleem* 
Keoshanae Sherrell Hall* 
Kourtney Lasha Hall 
Dana M Harper 
Le'Ani C Harris* 
Wesley Havens* 
Lorianne Francis Hawkins 
Dajahnique B Hayes* 
Kelcie L Hayes* 
Kelly Ann Hayes* 
Precious L Henderson* 
Alexis Rachel Hendon* 
Brianna Nicole Henry 
Taylor P Herbert* 
Debra Hernandez* 
Yesenia Ivonne Hernandez* 
Gustavo T Herrera 
Gladdys Hi* 
Ashley Sharnell Hicks* 
Eboni Wilshae Hill* 
Bahareh Hirbod* 
Khelsie Latauri Hodges* 
Kaila Alita Holly 
Mia Nichole Houle 
Shyntavia Denise House 
Deja D Howell 
Leslie Micheal Hunter* 
Tierra S Idlebird 
Chiwendu Henry Ihekuna* 
Ruth C Ikeanyionwu* 
Oluchi Jane Isinguzo* 
Johari Louise Jackson* 
Latorria Tashunda Jackson 
Raven Sorel Jackson* 
Tranique Sharvay Jackson 
Dayana N Jacome* 
Joshlin Silvi Jaise 
Edirose Javier 
Cassie D Jezierski* 
Destini Mariah Jimerson* 
Roland Christopher Garcia 
Jocson* 
Abimbola Brittany Johnson* 
Arteshia Trashawn Johnson* 
Kaneisha D Johnson 
Olatope Vanessa Jokodola 
Tiara M Jones* 
Ti'Tiaia J Jones-Jackson 
Ashley Joseph* 
Cailynn V Joseph 
Nishat Sultan Karowaliya* 
Donyae J Kelly* 
Prudence Carolle Kengne* 
Minash Shahbuddin 
Keshwani* 
Imani Wanja Khwatenge 
Gina Kim 
So Young Kim* 
Tiara King* 
Kaneesha Chardaye Knight* 
Demerico Lekeen Knox* 
Grace Kuriakose* 
Alexandria N Lafond* 
Xavier L Lafond* 
Jazmine Bemice Lanes 
Breiana Monie Lang 
Christian Lara* 
Breonna Alexis Lastice* 
Bret Coleman Laughter* 
Ja'Maiya Angelique Lee 
Katherine Leiva* 
Autumn Sierra Leon* 
Wonuola Oluwatomisin Lesi 
Morgan D Lewis* 
Tina Li 
Luis Enrique Llanes 
Ralston R Lockett* 
Remmie Lockhart 
Fallon A Lopez* 
Brianna Renee Love 
Jenny Luna* 
Tiara Ashley Mack 
Sonia Marieni Madrid 
Gabrielle Michelle Makey* 
Krista Allante Manley* 
Aubrey Jarrell Marshall* 
Alejandra A Martinez* 
Alejandra Maria Martinez* 
Benjamin Matip* 
Jatashia Chantrell Matlock* 
Ty'Shonique T'Shae Mayes* 
Breanna M Mays* 
Hannah Mbogba* 
Mariah Pleshette McCoy* 
Sha'Kaela Monae McCurdy* 
Sherrikia Rashel McDuffy* 
Ashley J McGlover* 
Ronica Denise McNealy* 
Selena C Meda 
Juanita Medrano* 
Celestina Melendez* 
Maedot B. Mersha 
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Winifred Oghenetega Metofe 
Jamelah Ny-Chelle Mitchell 
Porche1 Latrelle Monroe 
Jasmine Teshae 
Montgomery 
Chantasia S Moore* 
Marvicia Michelle Moore* 
Myisha B Morgan 
Tierra Chadai Morrison 
Kelci Chardae Mosley* 
Shakoja Lashay Mosley* 
Sarah Haniff Moton* 
Jalieah A Moulton* 
Sammy Muhoro* 
Lucy Mulenzi* 
Blayr Symone Murrell* 
Sarah T Naguib* 
Ashley Elizabeth Newman* 
Darius Darell Newsome 
Mary Yetula Ngiela* 
Francis Thang Nguyen 
Loan Kim Nguyen* 
Sandra Jeanne Ninsiima 
Isaac Nix* 
Kariuki Njoroge* 
Jazmine Shanice Norris 
Aldair G Novelo* 
Chiamaka I Nwadike* 
Charity Ifeyinwa Nwoko* 
Oluwatosin Elizabeth 
Odetola* 
Taylor Kayona-Janae Odom 
Olufunke Yetunde 
Odubanjo* 
Voke Nicole Ogbojo* 
Veronica Anyango Ogot* 




Latitat Temitope Olufeko 
Mutiu Raimi Olumuji* 
Imoleayo Omogunsoye 
Ayisat Awero Omotayo* 
Kayode Babajide Omotayo 
Joyce Ifeoma Onyenezi 
Eunice Osei* 
Cynthia Ibhade Ovbiojie 
Abimbola Mobolaji 
Oyedepo* 
Dolapo Caroline Oyenuga* 
Chandra Pa* 
Aerial Meoshe Pace* 
Natalie Cymone Palm* 
LaToya Renay Parker 
Raven T Parker 
Nicole S Pepito* 
Rafael Argenis Perla* 
Neenah Ne'Cole Polk* 
Sharrika Michelle Porter* 
Jaisha Renee Pressley 
Mikayla Jeany Prince* 
Nichole Lashae Pruitt* 
Maria Del Refugio Ramirez* 
Ciera Shauna Randle* 
Ashton Ray* 
Breanna Nicole Reed 
Jennifer Stefanie Reed* 
Quinetta O Reese* 
LaTayshia M Reggans* 
Robin E Renfro 
Le'Andrea Marie Resendez* 
Laura J Reyes* 
Shenele M Reyes 
Esmeralda Alaniz Reyna 
Rayna Denee Riles* 
Israeli Shenique Robinson* 
Morgan Alysa Robinson 
Shontia Volnea' Robinson* 
Tyler Simone Robinson 
Diamond J Rose 
Kaelyn M Sanders* 
Ta'Lor Michelle Sanders 
Tiarra A Sanders* 
Pratibha Sapkota* 
Calaia Savoy* 
Jazzmin R Scott* 
Jennifer Lynn Scott* 
Heather M Shady* 
Essence Eboni Shead* 
Atyu L Simon 
Maiquel I Simpson 
Shoinagh S Sims* 
Crystal S Smith* 
Malyka Darelle Smith* 
Taylor M Smith* 
Trisha Janith Solis 
Paola Arely Sosa* 
Lakeya Kiana Spencer 
Carly Kathleen Steiner* 
Lakeisha Dawn Stevenson* 
Kevin Michael Summers* 
Aubri Raneisha Taylor 
Kim Huong Than* 
Sangita Thapa 
Nicole Sabrina Thomas 




Ganiyah A Thurston* 
Donesha L Tinsley* 
Kyra Malie Tinsley 
Maria Lizbeth Tomas* 
Elexis C Torres 
Ashley Nguyen Tran* 
Stephanie Myhanh Tran* 
Trang Thi Thuy Tran* 
True Nhi L Tran* 
Keionna Tierra Turner 
Raven N Turner 
Nicole Renee Tynefield* 
Nneoma Patience Ubi* 
Kaeside C Unachukwu 
Reshma Upreti* 
Katrina D Valyan* 
Alma Varghese* 
Jada Mayowa Vaughn* 
Calicia Myra Veloz 
Joanne Veloz* 
Caroline Ruth Villanueva* 
Emilce Villatoro 
Tiera Janae Walker* 
Dejean Lasha Walton* 
Alexis C Watson 
Tej Webster* 
Darriel Welch* 
Aleah Danielle White 
Ashley Alandria White* 
Christiana Chrishae White 
Jasmine Chantel White 
Jada Monet Whitfield 
Audrey Paige Wiggins* 
Summer J Wilkerson 
Brittni D Williams 
Destinee N Williams* 
Iman Williams* 
Khyra Aalia Williams 
Logan E Williams* 
Meghan Nicole Williams* 
Robin Gail Williams 
Robyn T Williams* 
Tishira A Williams* 
Nakia D Wilson 
Imani Symone Wright* 
Tierra K Young 
Zubaida Khatoon Younus* 




Published at the end of each semester of the academic year, the University Honor Roll includes qualifying students, who have carried a minimum 
12 semester hours course load, maintained a 3.50 GPA or greater (not including developmental courses) and earned no grade lower than C. 
"Foundation to Future - Imagine the possibilities..." 
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Fitsum Desta Abuye 
Natalie R Adams 
Courtney Auntrenee Aleman* 
Marie Lechez Armstrong* 
Ariel A Augustus* 
Chandler E Bacon* 
Moesha Tashae Baker 
Robert L Bankston, Jr. 
Brianna Morgan Barnett 
Chrystal Denise Bee* 
Daphne Marivi Bicaise 
Kimani Rae Bradley 
Theron Anton Bray* 
Cody Dean Brown 
Kamra W Brown* 
Zhane Latrice Brown 
Eurie Bryant* 
Daria Ruth Burton 
Courtney Joy Caruthers* 
Ronald P Charles* 
Thaddeus Anton Chatman 
Miranda R Clark* 
Fredie Charles Cohen 
Janyse Shant'E Coleman 
Natalie B Coles* 
Bria Renae Cooper* 
Cameron M Cooper* 
Skye Joelle Cotton* 
Shelia Dieane Crowder 
Breanna Nichole Davis* 
Haley Dibbern 
Alan Wade Dixon 
Na'Shon Z Edwards 
Marakia D Evans* 
Floridalma Marleny Fajardo 
Amos Victoria Fills* 
Marcus Deion Vance Fisher* 
Gwendolyn Cheral Foster 
Jasmine Raquel Francis* 
Joshua Tremaine George 
Diontay J'Von Gibson* 
Kennedy Franklin Gordon 
Alexis N Greene 
Alexis Dianne Harrison* 
Jasmine R Hayes 
Lonnie Hobbs 
Bryant Avery M Hunter 
Breanna Jackson 
Ne'Shala Sha'Nereya Jasper 
Briondria R Johnson* 
Derrica N Johnson* 
Kiani A Johnson* 
Regan Myles Johnson* 
Devonte' Demond Jones* 
Kendric Demonte1 Jones 
Moronkeji Theresa Kolawole 
Taylor Nicole Laster* 
Tiffany Rochelle Latin* 
Tarryn G Leonard* 
Kaylor Gabriel Paul Lewis* 
Rasheeda Jabrilah Lewis* 
Michelle Mbia Noah 
Marleigha Sereen Mcginty 
Kashanell Deechae McLean 
Kaylin R McNary 
Jacorey Devante Miller* 
Rhaney Marjorie Moore* 
Trejir Rijae' Morgan* 
Ashana J Outler 
Arionne Nykole Patterson 
Bryce A Peterson 
Asia Phillips 
Gabriel J Phillips* 
Jotianna Chardonnay 
Phillips* 
Portrait C Plair 
Javon Donte Polk* 
Ingri Yamileth Reyes 
Caleb Anthony Riggins 
Maya R Rollerson 
Teilor Jonet Ruff 
Mia C Rutledge* 
Daniela Alejandra Sanchez 
Kamry Nicole Scott 
Nakia D Scott 
Nia M Scott 
Aaliyah Rose Seals 
Wesley W Slater 
Kendra Annetta Smith* 
Corwin T Spears* 
Hannah Janell Stanley* 
Cayla Bridgette Steemer* 
Alexis S Stewart* 
Krystal E Stiles 
Aaron Randolph Stripling 
Joshua Thomas* 
Raymond Joseph Thomas 
Ashley Nicole Tolliver* 
Mellonesse Campanella 
Tones 
Quinn Yolon Tucker* 
Nicholas Calffrey Turner* 
Faith Nicole Underwood* 
Jarrod Terrell Walker* 
Jessica Renee Watts 
Ashley Alandria White* 
Destinee N Williams* 
Floyd Leroy Williams 
Ashley Shantel Youngs* 
SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
Kimberly Chris Aguilar 
Carl R Alexander* 
Nakia O Alomaja . 
Carlos Alfonso Arboleda 
Josue Jonathan Argueta 
Zelaya* 
Courtney R Ashby* 
Kamron E Bacy* 
Tieona Lashay Batiste 
Dontavis Shakkur Beard 
Ethan Lamar Beard* 
Sean C Benson 
Alexis Marie Borman 
Kyna Boyd 
Brittney Danielle Coryse 
Bradford 
Christopher J Brown 
Jeremiah Benjamin Burum* 
Isabel O Calderon 
Alan Xavier Campos 
Javier Candela 
Jamal Devon Carr* 
Joshua Nicholas Cartwright 
Thomas Jacobi Chambers 
Jordan Isaiah-Darnell 
Chase* 
Reuben Bernard Cheeks 
Blake A Clark 
Dyonasis J Collins 
Ahmed Compaore 
O'Sharrah S Daniel* 
Yesenia Davila 
Guillermo Antonio Diaz 
Daniel H Gaeta 
Erick Garcia* 
Damion M Griffin* 
Michael Anthony Guerrero 
Yessica Paola Guillen* 
Zhetique N Gunn* 
Gloria N Gyebi* 
Trey D Hallman* 
Demarion D Handy 
De'Angelique Rochelle 
Hardeman* 
Marcus Alshawn Harris* 
Darrel Alan Hayes 
Roderick Lamont Henderson 
Tia N Henderson* 
Albert Lamonte Hopkins 
Taylor Michaelle Hudson* 
Manuel Alfredo Iglesias* 
Justice Erounce Igunbor 
James G Jackson 




Demarcus D Johnson 
Shaheed Ejaaz Johnson 
Lorenzo A Jones* 
Ismael Kabre 
Ana Kiso 
Elizabeth Cherotich Komen 
Adam Koussayer 
Dallas Kilion Lewis 
Liborio Lozano* 
Fredrick A Lyons 
Anthony MacLorrain* 
Magda Elizabeth Marrujo* 
Shannen Louise Martin 
Angel C Martinez* 
Eric Mata 
Lauren April Maxey 
Devin C McNeil* 
Zane Miguel Mendoza* 
Renato Moita* 
Maryssa Evin Morrison 
Raashid I Murray* 
Karen J Nunez 
Manuel Robert Ochoa* 
Chioma Chinyere Okafor* 
Kelly C Orozco 
Yasmine D Parker 
Saida L Paul 
Laine Kyle Pavlu* 
Samiria E Percival 
Nneka Adele Perkins* 
Darius J Phillips 
Issac A Pittman 
Desirae Evette Price 
Joyanna Nashae Price* 
Alacia C Quiett 
Renden D Reid 




Renee Justine Candelaria 
Sampilo 
Anthony E Sanchez 
Shelby Lynette Skinner 
Keith L Smith 
Myia Eddwina Smith* 
Emanuel William Soito* 
Jawon Steptoe 
Morris Anthony Stribling* 
Gregg Martin Tauriac 
Colin Rosevelt Taylor* 
Noah E'Mon Taylor* 
Graciela Lorena Tendilla* 
Christopher Joseph 
Thomas* 
Ledell Martin Thomas 
Stepfon Kwmaine Thomas 
Jacob Ryan Thompson* 
Nova Jean Thompson 
Cigi Alyse Tinsley 
Diana P Tzul-Salazar* 
Tracy Jonel Vigilance* 
Hobed Villanueva* 
Isaac I Watson 
Kaylah Wesley* 
Desmond D Williams* 
Jasimyne D Wilson* 
Ashton DeVante Wise 
Brachelaun Marqiuse 
Womack 
Christina Renee Yowman 
MARVIN D. AND JUNE 
SAMUEL BRAILSFORD 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES 
Hanan Dawoud Abdulla* 
Rylie Lynn Abercrombie 
Johannah M Abraham* 
Tanner Wayne Adams 
Rhon Clayton Adderley 
Maria Oluwaseun 
Adebowale 
Mary Ifeoluwa Adegbembo* 
Admassu Williams Ademe* 
Laura Ugonna Akpa* 
Maria G Aleman 
Char'Donnay D'Ann 
Alexander 
Glenn Edward Alexander* 
Aliyah Faith Al-lslam 
Eric Anthony Alsup 
Xiomara Abigail Alvarez 
Muhammad Ashraf M Aly 
Albert D Anderson 
Ency Alexander Arboleda 
Narrissa Nicole Arps* 
John Okyere Attia 
Loran Timron Bailey 
Shadana M Bailey* 
Carlano Akeem Bain 
Kierra Marsh'A Baker* 
Vince Edward Balkcom 
Kiara Marie Ballard 
Dominique Ineasie Banks* 
Jessica O Barber* 
Teaira Monique Barber 
Amber C Batiste* 
Shawnee Dawn Kim Bautista 
Najee Jovon Bell* 
John Rei Benefield 
Joseph William Benes* 
Joshua E Bennett* 
Kimberly Michelle Berry* 
Jessica Alleen Bess 
Krubo Vivian Beyan 
Dylan Bickham* 
Kwon Rasheen Bill 
Aladrian B Black* 
Jasmine Shanita Blue 
Joseph Boateng 
Jerica Shondell Bolin* 
Athena Brishette Boone 
Sade T Boutte* 
Jamaeshia Keishae Brady* 
Elantra Sha'Col Brannon 
Bria Elaine Branon 
Ellisa M Bray* 
Ke'Undra D'Shae Bray* 
Hali Amber Briscoe* 
Devon Keon Britton* 
Kamira W Brown 
She'Mon O Brown-Hill 
Jasmine M Bruce 
Briana Rashay Brush* 
Ervin A Bryant 
Titus E Bryant* 
Carryssa Dene Buckner 
Fanisia Nikita Bundage 
Je'Mi Jadel Bunns* 
Wilfred Earl Burger* 
Senswayla Swenshay Burns* 
Josalyn D Bussey 
Christopher D Butler* 
Jeremy Butler* 





Paula V Cardozo* 
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Kerri C Carr* 
Tianna S Carr* 
Melva J'Mae Carter* 
Damarquis Issiah Casarez 
Karen M Castro* 




Holly Elizabeth Chia 
Alyssa N Collier 
Deon Joseph Collins* 
Zanesha Rosemma Collins* 
Malachi Yaphet Connor* 
Edgar Armando Contreras 
Kaiasha Raquael Cooper 
Leslie Shay Cooper* 
Tiara Tenise Crawford* 
Charity Celeste Crockett* 
Alexandra Mackenzie 
Cromer 
Victoria Shanice Crosby 
Adrienne R Curry 
Mychal Lawrance Curry 
Faustine D Cypress* 
Christian Miguel Damato* 
Shelby Cymone Daniels-
Williams 
Evaricia Avenir David 
Andre Ramel Davis* 
Gregory Wayne Davis* 
Jovana Lanae Davis 
Keyaira Larae Davis* 
Larry'Shea Keyondra Davis 
Renee Davis* 
Lauryn A DeBoue 
Hanna Pusta Derecho 
Aleyha Renee Deterville* 
Brittany R Dever* 
Dominique Nicole Dillon* 
Chizorbam Diribe 
Lee Joseph Doffeny* 
Ayah Eyad Doleh 
Sylvia Y Dompreh 
Leah Ann Douglas 
Kenya Rochelle Drake* 
Robert E Dubose* 
Jacolahn Deshawn Dudley* 
Lorenzo Easly* 
Jalon Dewayne Eason* 
Akossiwa Bella Edoh 
Briana Rae I Edwards* 
Marissa C Edwards 
Michael Josiah Edwards* 
Chinwendu Chisom 
Ejimadu* 
Ujai Mary Ekanem 
Kiara Michelle Ellis* 
Cody Micheal Elton-
Blackburn* 
Roderick L Emanuel 
Kosisochukwu Stephanie 
Emmanuel 
Diamond Oluchi Enyinnia* 
Jaide Marie Epting* 
Cassandra Marie Escobedo 
Maduforo U Eze 
Christian Andre Farley 
Duraneisha Ty'Yana Firmin* 
Calvin Scott Fitzgerald 
Alexandria K Foley* 
Joshua Andrew Fontenot* 
India Leshawn Foster 
Kourtney Marie Foster* 
Jaelyn Breon Fox* 
Aysia Semay Francis* 
Kadejah M Franklin 
Kia N Freeman* 
Javier Noe Garcia 
Malcolm Travon Garcia* 
Candice Elizabeth Garner* 
Bethany Q Gibson 
Nikia J'Nae Giddings* 
Kayla Anne Gilchrist 
Victoria Grace Gilchrist* 
Keiva Maisie Gilmore 
Dora Michelle Gonzales-
Alvarado 
Jasmine Renea Gonzalez 
Yesenia Zuhey Gonzalez 
Brannon F Goode* 
Alexander I Goodwin 
Dalesha Leshae Goodwin* 
Cameron Lamarr Gordon* 
Payton A Gore 
Kimberly Adriana Goshey 
Ellis D. Graham 
Eboni A Graves* 
Melvin Gray* 
Ra'Nishia Denise Gray 
Teshia Faye Greer 
Amanda Rachal Griffith* 
Emily Smaragda Guerrero 
James Jeron Guyton* 
Uyen Ha 
Phillip Michael Hackett* 
Glen Haisley* 
Toni Michelle Hall 
Raekwon Dearis Halton 
Carlissia Hamilton 
Ashley C Hanson 
Christine S Hanson* 
Jacole Mariah Harp* 
Arieal Elease Harris* 
Keondria N Harris* 
Jahi J Harrison* 
Shelby Cornelia Hart 
Destiny Irene Harvey 
Erica Rayjheen Harvey 
Faduma Warsame Hassan 
Mohamed Warsame Hassan* 
Ciarra I Hastings 
Jessica Lei Hawkins 
Morgan Terlingua Hawkins* 
Olivia Hayes* 
Shelbe Haynes* 
Kanaya Antoenecia Hayslet* 
Ashley Alece Henderson 
Linnea D Henderson* 
C'Brionne Bnae Hendrix 
Eden Christian Henry 
Ana Leticia Hernandez* 
Nicole Patricia Hernandez* 
Jasmine C Herrera 
Ranesha J Hickman* 
Michael Andrew Hicks 
Travis James Higgins* 
Jada Tamia Hightower 
Erica Nicole Hill* 
Saffron N Hill* 
Jasmine Florianna Hobbs 
Luke Richard Hobbs 
Tamara Deshai Hodge* 
Bryce Jackson Holmes 
Hannah Elise Holt 
Tasia Renee Holyfield* 
Brittane Jean Hood* 
Sequoia Shundrielle Hood* 
Jaquice Dezlasha Horton* 
Shyntavia Denise House 
Jamariya Anndrell Howard 
Sennua Orisha Hunter 
Savannah Annette Hurst* 
Kamaluddin Abukar 
Hussein* 
Maxie D Idlebird* 
Onoriode Pauline Ighofose 
Chioma Nneka venessa 
Iheaturu* 
Bria Nicole Jackson* 
Janet D Jackson* 
Ja'Quetta J Jackson 
Joshua Blake Jackson* 
Malcolm X Jackson 
Shaba Shalom Jackson* 
Stefanece Errica Jackson 
Teresa Maria Sue Jager 
Shalensky S James* 
Jea'Niqua Nikel Jefferson* 
Britthany C Jenkins* 
Christopher Micheal 
Jennings* 
Amandah Rebecca Johnson 
Brianda Coreyianne 
Johnson* 
Chasidy Sharnae Johnson* 
D'Onna Lo'Shay Johnson* 
Joshua Paul Johnson* 
Keoshia Shyair Johnson* 
Sharay B Johnson* 
Shelby Victoria Johnson* 
Steffon DreShad Johnson* 
Sydni E Johnson 
Tia Levell Johnson* 
Tominisha Deshon Johnson* 
Zakee Ameer-Bruce 
Johnson* 
Dana Christian Jones* 
Erica Marie Jones* 
Kierra S Jones* 
Taylor L Jones 
Erakwanda Mayana Joseph* 
Erakwandra Cayana Joseph* 
Kia Inez Jubert-Bacon* 
Raquel L Kay* 
Dannise Lasha Kelley* 
Sherieka Shadae Kellum* 
Shreeya Khanal 
Brianne Ann Kimbrough 
Janisha L Kirby 
Kira Coe Kirkham* 
Rachel E Kitchings 
Re Chase Knight* 
Anastasia Elizabeth Koch* 
Mavis Pokua Kwarteng* 
Nana O Kwayie-Kyem* 
De'Ondria L Kyles* 
Raven Labbe* 
Che'Darria B Lacey* 
Desiree Monique Lacy* 
Jazmine D Landry* 
Danielle L Lawson* 
Shenee Latrice Lawson* 
Brian Duy Le 
Jahnee Laurielle Lee 
Andrew Alexander Legall 
Kelsey Anne Legard 
Rockcy J Legaux* 
Briyonna Lanae Lewis* 
Jimmie Earl Lewis 
Tatianna Briaughn Lewis* 
Sade C Lewis-Manriquez* 
Mikala Denise Lightning 
Lashavio D Little* 
Ebony Simone Livingston* 
Jessica Rae Long* 
Aarianna Bene Longino 
Jasmine Elizabeth Love* 
John Fitzgerald Lovelady* 
Gerald Edward Loveless 
Curtis Maurice Lovings* 
Kendall Scott Lyles 
Koiana Elizabeth Madison* 
Sunni Chante Malbrough* 
Yaseen Maleki 
Shahryar Mansoor Syed 
Cherrelle D Marble* 
Samone P Marks 
Krystal D Marshall* 
Minnay E Marshall* 
Gertrude A Martin* 
Donovan Terril Martinez 
Kerryea Courtney Martinez 
Miguel Angel Martinez* 
Amira Maruf 
Jovvanta J Mason Gray 




Bradley Atem Enow Mbu* 
Kynan Oneal McCrackin 
Sha'Kaela Monae McCurdy 





Destiny A Means* 
Chastity Alis Miller* 
Jessica Alyssa Imani Milton' 
Lisa Carleen Mims* 
Ashley J Minor 
Alexia Nicole Mitchell 
Chardanay Tichina Mitchell* 
Mariam Moeen 
Nafisa A Mohamoud 
Charles Mack Montalvo 
Tiffany Nicole Moore* 
Rachel Marie Morgan* 
Falonne Colbie Moumbognc 
Tchodimo* 
Shaunique Desenia Murray 
Tateania S Nealey* 
Mallik A Newman 
Marissa Bena Nobles* 
Desirai Montanique Nolan-
Williams* 
Patrick Ikenna Nwachukwu 
Amy Ify Obi 
Ana Milena Ochoa Cruz 
Chisom Raymond Ogidi 
Rhemmie M Ogilvie* 




Nnaemeka C Okorie 
Obianuju Barbra Okoye 
Aisha Odilile Olaleye* 
Michellina Beatrice Olivas* 
Dubem Nnamdi Onyejegbu 
Beatriz Gabriela Ortega 
Ivan Martin Otogo Andeme* 
Christine Monisola Owojori* 
Natalie Cymone Palm* 
Breya Je'Nay Parker* 
Nia Elan Parker* 
John H Parrham* 
Neil Danny Patel 
Sumir Akim Patel* 
Brittni R Patterson* 
Ashly Paul* 
Kayla Renee Paulsel 
Atzhiry Stephanie Paz 
Alicya Re'Nae Pearson* 
Jasmine Peoples* 
Rae'Jean Nicole Perkins* 
Brittany S Perry 
Ja'Nay A Perry* 
Ker'Rah Chaun'Tel Pete* 
Anthony Louis Peterson* 
Breyanna D Petrie* 
Cole Jalen Pierre 
Lakeisha Tachelle Pierre 
Michaela Elaine Pierre* 
Jennifer Pinkerton* 
Kaila L Pipkins 
William J Polley* 
Robert Raymond Ponton 
Dana Porter* 
Ajuah Powell* 
Austin Thomas Powell* 
Franterric Dre'Chon Powell* 
Christine Powers 
* Dean's Honor 
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Felicia Kyei Prah* 
Minisha Prasla 
Akilah I Provost* 
Anthony P Quails* 
Jeaiza Maria Quinones* 
Ali Shehzaib Rafique* 
Maria Del Refugio Ramirez 
Jalisa Nicole Randle 
Kyla P Randle 
Osha Eugene Randle 
Andrea Shanique Randolph 
Briah M Ratcliff 
Phyllisa D Reams* 
Dominique Janay Reynolds* 
Chanelle D Rhodes 
Xavier Alexander Rice 
Jamesha Lasha Richard 
Mikena R Richardson 
Miss-Kimille Michela 
Richardson* 
Tanicka M Richardson* 
Alejandra Rivera 
Maya Robertson 
Justice Darnell Robinson* 
Teyara Symone Le'An 
Robinson* 
Kevin Eugene Rodgers* 
Chedrion Mica-Estel 
Roseborough* 
Timothy Kurt Ross 
Victoria Danielle Rossum* 
Terence A Rowe 
Tatiana L Ruhl 
Mariah R Rushing* 
Berrie Russell* 
Carmicha R'Shae Sadler* 
Seth E Saganti 
Jazzmyne Jewell Sailor* 
Deborah Sanchez 
Eliel Sanchez* 
Prince Akwasi Sarpong 
Mira Joyce Sauls* 
Alexandria C Scott 
Takeya R Scott 
Abdullahi Ahmednou Sheikh 
- Vusuf* 
Shandi Kiera Simon* 
Kiara N Sims 
Jeremy Dewayne Smith* 
Phillip Smith 
Raven J Smith 
Tanya Smith* 
Vanessa Elaine Smith* 
Briana N Sneed 
Olivia D Solomon* 
Ashley D Sparks* 
Denzel Speights* 
Madison Tessie Spencer* 
Tyra Deann Spencer 
Morgan R Stafford 
Marquise D Stampley 
Jerome C Stanford* 
Hayle Marie Stephen* 
J'Neia Kailynn Stewart 
Dejah D Strang 
Alexandria D Talley 
Alexis Shanae Tanner 
Jose Luis Tarango* 
Ariel Rhenea Taylor 
Corey Jamaal Taylor 
Courtney Taylor 
Crishon Tonyell Taylor* 
Jazanay Karina Taylor* 
Mykala H Taylor* 
Victoria A Taylor* 
Briana Nicole Thomas* 
Elsa Sara Thomas 
Perry E Thompson* 
Tavia Quinne Thompson 
Dae'Sean Tyree Tommy* 
Aminata C Turay 
Mariah J'nae Turner 
Chidinma Blessing Uhiara 
Ada J'ne Utley* 
Laura Karina Vargas 
Jada Mayowa Vaughn* 
Venesha L Vaughn* 
Rochelle Lylette Vazquez 
Jazmin Zohey Villegas 
Charde1 T Walker* 
Correna Monique Walker* 
Diamond A Walker* 
Jamaya Walker 
Megan Elyse Walker* 
Benjamin Thomas Walls* 
Ivy Lorraine Walls* 
Alexis T Warren* 
Kamiah J Warren 
Kelli Monia Washington 
Natalya Nichole Washington 
Cantrea Watkins 
Torian Desion Watkins 
Emmanuel Isaiah Watson* 
Bryan De Wayne Weary* 
Jalen Micah Weatherspoon 
Symphony Shaniqua Webb* 
Brennan Eugene Wells 
Jessica Lynette 
Westmoreland* 
Diamond Charnel White 
Jeremy Juwan Whitfield* 
Caitlin Paige Whittington* 
Anfernee Wilcox 
Johari M Wiley 
Cid'Ni C Wilkerson 
Desmond Williams* 
Iman Williams* 
Kristen Kaniece Williams* 
Loretta Renay Williams* 
Sharon Yvonne Williams* 
Tasheon Renee Williams* 
Travis Chad Williams* 
Brianna Y Willis* 
Tonisha Kanise Wine* 
Jasmine Victoria Winston* 
Jessica Jana'E Winston 
Ka'Vonda Monique 
Woodrow* 
Craignal Deon Wright 
Tashena Antoinett Wynne* 
Chi leng Yau 
Aaron Young* 
Jessica Na'Ree Young 
Kaleisha Ja'Ray Young* 
Syeda Youmna Zahan* 
Tiesha Shonta Zeno* 
Roman I Zepeda 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Alexis Christian Abney* 
Dinaoli A Adam* 
Veronica Ann Alarcon 
Alexis Marie Allen 
Larry Leander Allen* 
Kyle T Amos* 
Chase Mar'Kel Anderson 
Jonathan M Anthony* 
Maria Luisa Arellano* 
Jamal L Bacon* 
Jermaine Jerome Baines 
Sheirita Ann Ballard* 
Wendoline Barrios Reyes 
Matthew S Bashey* 
Reneisha M Beatty 
Jeremy T Becton 
Briana L Bedford* 
Cameron D Bell* 
Marcassa Blackwell* 
Shania Mone Blanton 
Dannick-Elsa P Boyogueno 
Ulrick Andre Boyogueno 
Bria A Branford 
David Arthur Brecker* 
Ashlynn J Bridges 
Devin Rashad Broomfield* 
Samuel E Brown* 
Tori Dre'Kel Brown* 
Morgan Lorelle Bryant* 
Lynette D Bufford* 
Phydray Burel* 
Brian Forest Busby 
Charmian Jordan Butler* 
Kris Marie Calvin* 
Keon Christesen Campbell* 
Paige Jayvon Campbell* 
Mary Carrillo 
Harold Gene Carter* 
Alexis Lauren Castleberry 
Bria S Chavis* 
Michael Cherod Chevalier 
Timothy Wayne Clements* 
Amy Tan Cline 
Randeshia Nechelle Coats* 
Von Coleman* 
Monique Nickole Collins 
Gione Paul D Comeaux 
Tevin H Crawford 
Reina Guadalupe Cruz* 
Miki Jane' L Daniels* 
Sandra Yasmine Darabi 
Nomsi 
Danieyiel Karina Davenport' 
Ashley Deion Davis* 
Brandon Lamont Davis* 
Tayler Ashanti Davis* 
Natalia J Day* 
Zachary Edward Day* 
NiKa'la Kiana Deveraux* 
Rhondy Earl Dickey* 
Amber Jexenia Diehl 
Angel Corisha Dotsey* 
Stephen Gerard Edwards* 
Kierra C Ellison* 
Carrington Ervin* 
Michael Anthony Ervin* 
Jocelyn J Eusery* 
Jordan K. Everitt* 
Esrom Eyob 
Marshon D Fairley 
Kylah Dionne Ferrell 
Kyasia Symone Fields 
Shaddae Royleesha Findley 
Krystal D Finley* 
Keanu Adrien Florence 
Joshua J Flowers 
Deloris Faye Fluces* 




Sammie L Franklin* 
Caleb Vic Frazier* 
Brian Leroy Freeman 
Lindsey Kate Fricke* 
Joshua Alien Gay* 
Marcus Dewayne Gilbert* 
Dylan Napoleon Gladney 
Evan M Glosson* 
Evan Alexander Green* 
Cameron Keyon Green-
Wells* 
Darius DeVonte Greer* 
Happiness Lungile Hadebe* 
Kafilat lyabo Haleem 
Diarrah N Hall 
Michael Tyree Hardeman* 
Shamaine M Hardeman* 
Joseph R Harkless* 
Nikiya Ariel Harris* 
Tenia Sylvia Harris* 
Trevonne Nimis Hatter 
Alonzo Henderson* 
Bianca Ma'Shea Henderson 
Taylor I Hendrix* 
Calvin D Henson 
Jennifer Elaine Hill 
Samantha D Hodges* 
Joshua Jerrald Holley* 
Susan M Hood* 
Jason Carl Hudson 
Amal Ahmed Hussein* 
Ambriehl Unique Ingram 
Krystal Tysheana Jackson 
Shabritney Monae Jackson 
Divenhi B Jacobo* 
Robert Carlos Jacobo* 
Carrington O Johnson* 
Lyric Lanai Johnson* 
Jeffrey Lee Jolivet 
Tracy A Jones* 
Gregory Allen Joseph* 
David C Joshua* 
Christopher Allan Ketner 
Riah s Kindle* 
Kyra Jasmine King* 
Romaine Edgar Knight 
Christian D Krushall* 
Stacy D Lackey 
Ellard Lamb* 
Christopher E Lane* 
Kohl Xavier Lasell* 
Demarquo Montre' 
Lastrappe 
Shawn W Lemon 
Candyce Jade Livingston* 
David-Israel Leon Lockett* 
Thi Due Mai* 
Timara Antoinette Maxwell* 
Dorian C McCray 
Jalyssa Evette McGill* 
Keena A Mcintosh* 
Gicelle G Melo* 
Amy C Mendoza* 
Marissa Gabrielle Meyer* 
Kayla Nicole Meyers 
Kody Lee Miller 
Jada Tanae Mills 
Carlisle F Mitchell 
Paola A Montano 
Jasmine N Moore* 
Kristopher Marc Musco* 
Xavier Donye' Neal* 
Victoria F Nguyen* 
Vivian T Nguyen* 
Kennedy Lanae' Nunn* 
Mark Omezi 
Xavier Terel Owens* 
Lindsay Renee Paredes* 
Julien Clell Peters* 
Antanee Pitts 
Tiffany Nichoel Placide 
Andrew Pratt* 
Daizsa E Preston* 
Rebekah V G Preston 
Neharika Rama 
Anthony K Redmond* 
Robert Earl Reese 
* Donielle R Richard* 
Alexander Charles 
Richardson* 
Charles Brejarvis Rivers 
Tamiah Machelle Robertson 
Kartez A Rowel 
Jamaal Javoy Rutherford* 
Brittany Jerlisa Samuel* 
Dalya Symone Sanders 
Sandra Sandoval 
Adrienne Seibert* 
Jerome Samuel Shields* 
Deanna H Slaughter* 
Breya Nycole Sloan 
Alyx N Smith 
Anntraniece Monique Smith 
D'Erika Denshae Smith* 
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Rachelle Kearse Smith* 
Shelbi Smith* 
Carla C Stamps* 
Brandi Marie Stokes* 
Jasmine Monet Tate* 
Reginald E Taylor* 
Sheila Nicole Teague* 





Keyana F Tompkins* 
Osvaldo Trejo* 
Janae Adriel Trimble 
Steven Miguel Trotter* 
James Turner* 
Destiny Noelle Velez 
Jamesse Walker* 
Garrett Jerrell Walton* 
Terry R Washington* 
Shalun D Wells* 
A'Lanis Latriece White 
Jonathan De'Wayne 
Whiting* 
Kaelyn Shanell Wigington* 





Destini Desiree Williams* 
Rachel A Williams* 
Terika S Williams* 
Nolan A Wilson* 
Alvin James York 
Zubaida Khatoon Younus* 
WHITLOWE R. GREEN 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Monique Rochelle Abbs* 
Polly Marie Abdulwahab 
Anastasia I Adams 
Jhavonte Adams* 
Kiana Eshe' Adams* 
Monica Addo 
Monica E Agogo* 
Jovon Alexander* 
Crystal Melissa Alvarado* 
Echika Mandella Anujulu* 
Meagan Chigozia 
Anukwuem* 
Sylvia Here Ayonote* 
Nekiesha S Bailey 
Christina Ciara Baltazar 
Angela Banks* 
David Earl Barnes* 
Genacie Roshona T Bates 
John Colin Bates 
Jaelin J Baty 
Brianna N Beacham* 
Makayla K Beckett 
Kayla Danielle Bell* 
Quinton L Benjamin* 
Kelsey Alicston Bickham* 
Aaliyah B Billbury* 
Jayla Rose Blair 
Kenya Joy Bland* 
Ebony Nicole Bluitt 
Caytlin Breanna Bolden* 
Marissa N Bolden 
Tajah Ruby Bolden 
Katherine D Boyd* 
Natalie Lisa Boyke 
Tiphani A Bradley 
Charlecia Leshia Brandon* 
Ebonee Rocquell Brooks* 
Leonna Renee' Brooks* 
Lilli Tia-Marie Broussard* 
Bria Imani Brown 
Briana Breshaye Brown* 
Courtney D Brown* 
Marquies D Brown* 
Monteica Elantra Brown* 
Taylor Elizabeth Brown* 
Telisheon Marche' Brown* 
Whitney DaTrece Brown* 
Breanna Synclair Bryant* 
Elita Jasmine Bryant 
Jamespaul Tristian Bryant 
Arieona Onya Cage 
Corey Lornaz Calhoun* 
Danielle Leighann Callens* 
Alisa R Carter* 
David Charles Carter* 
Monica Cartwright* 
Jamesha Nicole Cherry* 
Shaun Tranise Cherry 
Adline Amarachi Chimaobi* 
Ta Carya A Chretien* 
Jalisa Monique Christian 
Paige Marian Chuidian* 
Imani J Clark 
Marissa Brianna Clark 
Imani Christine Cofield 
Jordan Craig Colby* 
Curtis Cole 
Ryan D'Andre Cole* 
Devonda Lasha Coleman 
Jalan Allen Coleman* 
Leia J Coleman 
Ste'Riesha B Coleman* 
Takara Coleman 
Alisa Danielle Collier* 
Alexandria Akaye Collins 
Roxanne I Colon-Sanchez 
Moses Clark Colquitt 
Kelsey Lynn Coronado* 
Destanee Deshawn Crayton 
Teana Shauntel Cruse 
Khadijah M Cudjoe* 
Ricky Joe Cunningham 
Allysia M Cyprien 
Skylar Gabrielle Dabney 
Misti M Daigle 
Jonesha Lashelle Daniels 
Adrain Bilal Davis* 
Brandon Vermon Davis* 
Bria Jasel Davis 
Janay Osayimwen Dehen* 
Cody L Den Beste* 
Chandra Nichelle Dennis 
Rihana Ellen Devany 
Jonmarc lenn Dewalt* 
Courtney Yvonne Dixon 
Angel D Duncan* 
Nakia J'Nae Dunlap-
Broadnax 
Lisa L Durley* 
DaJzette Renee Edgerson* 
DaVonna Bridgette 
Edgerson 
Morgan Shekinah Edwards 
Larry Ellis 
Gregory Martin Ethridge* 
Milan Adale Eugene 
Troy A Fisher* 
Darius Ladell Floyd* 
Amanda Leighann Ford* 
Rauterica S Ford 
Collissa Dar'Neice Fowler* 
Rogelio Fraire 
Aminah Simone Francois 
Bianca Francois* 
Ynesha Lachelle Franklin* 
Natasha Nicole Frazier* 
Maria G Galvan 
Claudia Garcia* 
Shanel Sierra Gaskin* 
Curtis Letrel Gibson* 
Tiffany R Giles* 
Erin Kaye Gilmore 
Esmirna A Gonzalez 
Taylor Monet Goodman 
Eugene Edward Goodrum* 
John Phillip Goston* 
Edna Astrid Gracidas 
Brooke Nichole Grady* 
Latarsha Lashoy Gray* 
Nakimbya La'Marya 
Grayson* 
Brittany Michelle Green* 
Estacia Moneay Green* 
Monique Keneisha Green 
Shuntrona Denise Green 
Isiah Keshon Hall* 
Jerrica M Hall* 
De'Shana Daonne Hamilton* 
Jasmine R Hammonds* 
Shantel Monea Hansbrough 
Lemetrice Dashan Harris* 
Rachel L Harris* 
Shadarrion L Harvey* 
Taylor Nicole Harvill 
Imani Shanae-Marie Heath 
Amahri Dvette Henderson* 
Kentyria L Henderson* 
Vontricia Nashae 
Henderson* 
Corey Ambrose Henry* 
Keith A Henry* 
Calli Jordan L Hensch 
Malcom Xavier Herron* 
Ashley Nicole Higgins* 
* Dean's Honor 
Autumn Na'cole Higgins* 
Shauntae L Hights* 
Bayli T Hill 
Jalicia J Hines* 
Justun Breshae Holder 
Asia I Holmes-Simmons* 
Malaysia Christine Hope 
Antonia Shavon Howard* 
Jamarcus Braylon Howard* 
Alexis Jenelle Howell* 
Katherine Dannyell Hull 
Reem Mohammed Hussein 
Ashanti Monique Ivery 
Brandi A Jackson* 
Camirey A Jackson* 
Chazlee Bre'Don Jackson* 
Cheryl Jackson 
Christian Deontay Jackson* 
Gary Wayne Jackson* 
Keanah Marie Jackson* 
Michael D Jackson 
Michelle G Jackson* 
Shinekqua Lee Jacobs* 
Amanda J James 
Charlotte Chanel Jermany 
Ke'Andra Moshay Jessie* 
Lawrence Eugene Jeter* 
Aneyssa Jasmine Johnson 
Christopher Jerome 
Johnson* 
Jordan A Johnson* 
Jordan Terrell Johnson* 
Kaila Brianne Johnson 
Kendra A Johnson 
Sabrina Nicole Johnson 
Toni Dominique Johnson 
Zakia Ayana Johnson* 
Tierra E Joiner* 
Alexis M Jones* 
Jarel Montrea Jones 
Jonee Archelle Jones* 
Justice S Jones 
Savannah E Jones* 
Ladarius D Jordan* 
Jordan P Joseph 
Mary Jean Soriano Josue 
Alachia Nekel Kemp* 
Dara De'Shay Kincade 
Va'Neisha Lekia Knox* 
Brandon Krushall* 
Jawanna M Lamb 
Cassity Land* 
Jainai M Landry 
DeAndrea Lane* 
Sha-Nia Kenise Lawson 
Brianna S Ledet 
Elon Nicole Lee 
J'Cherika Monique Lee 
Kalarria JhaNae Lee* 
Jalon Jereli Leviege* 
Ariel Jasmine Lewis* 
Cherie Nicole Lewis 
Nia Suncerray Lewis* 
Thalia Joseline Limon* 
Henry Robert Lloyd* 
Lauren Annise Lofton 
Lamonica E Lucas 
Le'Anna B Lundy* 
Ashley Nicole Madison 
Santa Clarisa Maldonado* 
Kellae E Marshall* 




Toni Nicole Mayze* 
Brooke A McClinton 
Tamara Mcculloch* 
Tierra F McDonald 
Dejah Mcgee* 
Tesha Dynise McGuire 
Joy Leslie McHenry 
Regan E Mcllvenna* 
Melody Paige McKenzie 
Steffon N McKinley 
Kerry Kortlynn Mckinney-
Lyons* 
Bintu Kay Meeks 
Myosha M Milburn* 
De'Janae Ramone Mitchell* 
De'Jhon Lakeith Moore* 
Kaylen Nicole Moreland* 
Xavier Daveyon Morris 
Kayla B Morrison* 
Ebony Channell Moses* 
Alanna Ledora Mumphrey* 
Araseli Negreros 
Shafique Devon Neloms* 
Cambria Janelle Norwood 
Angel Maree Oliver 
Cara Raquel O'neal* 
Kierra Je'Nea O'Neal* 
Saeyd Mounir Osman* 
Michael Elijah Owens 
Faith Oyesanmi 
Michelle Oyeteju* 
Terrel Hakim Patel 
Sherman Leo Paul 
Brittney Janine Peace* 
Brittany L Penrice 
Chelsea C Phillips* 
Shawn T Pierce* 
Shantoyia Porter 
Jasmine M Powell* 
Danielle M Prejean* 
Saul Quirino* 
Kelly L Randall* 
Trinity D Randolph* 
Kourtney Raven 
Gesmi Raza 
Stephanie D Renfro* 
Veronica Lizett Reyes 
Janet Yvette Richardson* 
Eboni Renee' Riggs* 
Nina Riser 
Tiffany Marie Robertson 
Tommie Lee Robins* 
Shavondra P Robinson* 
Alondra Rosales 
Kyman J Rose-Stewart* 
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Shakeya Ross 
Mysha A Rutledge* 
Edgar Sanchez* 
Markuita L Sandle 
Malikka Arnae Sanford-
Tolden* 
Brittney S Scott 
Deja' Ashanti Scott* 
Emerald S Scott 
Kawana Scott 
Maya A Scott* 
Gloria J Scroggins 
Eunice Sheffield 
Shelby Leanne Shelton 
Brittany N Shelvin 
Joshua Carlin Simmons* 
Keyona S Sims* 
Chelsea Camille Sisk* 
A'Leea Marie Smith* 
Glendon George Smith 
Jeriamy Vauntre Smith 
Summer Michelle Smith-Holt 
Amber Sorensen 
Evette D Soweii* 
Britt M Spears* 
Megan A Spears* 
Quiarre Na'Mor Stafford* 
Deanna Mone Stanley 
Akilah M Stribling* 
Lakendrea Rayshaun 
Stroops 
Tiffany R Struggs* 
Theresa Tanner* 
Maya Alysha Thomas 
Sydney Renee Thomas* 
Franchell Dominique 
Thompson 
Sharde Unique Thompson* 
Tya A. Tilson* 
Jazmine J Turner 
Keionna Tierra Turner 
Shameshia S Turner 
Jessica Akudo Ukabiala 
Asia Marie Walker* 
Keegan Shaquille Walker 
Paige R Walker* 
Sydney A Walker* 
Brittany Keiara Ward 
Donall Ward 
Jamie Nicole Ward 
Kylar Chayce Ward-Flowers 
Alonzo D Warren 
Jessica Ternell Washington 
Dre Markeith Watson* 
Jamila M Watson* 
Ki-Erin S Whitaker* 
James Edward White 
Whitney R White* 
Adara L Williams* 
Brandalyn D Williams 
Camille M Williams 
Darianne Aleczandria 
Williams 
Krislyn Sinade Williams 
Lindsey Nicole Williams 
Raigain S Williams* 
Sydney Delain Williams 
Jawain R Williamson 
Natasha M Wilmore 
Brittany Noel Wilson* 
De'Andre Ke'Shawn Wilson* 
Heidi Lei Woodworth* 
Tyrel Young* 
ROY G. PERRY COLLEGE 
OF ENGINEERING 
Clifford P Abendanio* 
Adedamola Hamzat 
Adamson 
Devan C Addison-Turner 
Abideen Motolani 
Adegboyega* 
Waheed Olugbade Adeshina 
Sunday Toyosi Adesina 
Ameishat T Adeyemi* 
Aminah L Adeyemi* 
Babajide Adeyemo-ljalana 
Lasbat Olamide Agbaje* 
Koffi Edem Agbolo 
Jibaniya Agbu* 
Fahad S Ahmed* 
Oluwanifemi Andrew 
Akeredolu 
Daniel Tito Akpan* 
Wisdom Ifiokobong Akpan 
Gabriella Akpojiyovwi 
Anthony Alao* 
Shariyar Abdul Ali 
Abolaji Alimi* 
Renel Rakeem Allen* 
Nazem Almaaz 
Lee Carlos Alston* 
Amr Khalid Aly 
Chidimma Amagwula 
Jay A Amin 
Destiny J Amy-Penney 
Rafiat Kemi Animashaun 
Deron Rashad Arceneaux 
Willie C Arnold 




Saad Shaan Asif 
Christen Renee Augustine 
Sergio Avella* 
Andrew Olajide Ayodele* 
Samir Osman Badamgul 
Ty'Ron Deandre Baker 
Oladeinde Abayomi Balaja* 
Brandon D'Andre Banks* 
Brianca Danielle Banks 





Jessica M Bee 
Juan Carlos M Bee Eyang* 
Kevonnie A Beharie 
Trevannie A Beharie 
Marcus D Bell* 
Keirstin A Bello 
Ulises Santiago Bennett 
Derick G Bernardez 
Jacob Calvary Bias 
Paul Edward Black 
Derek Kyle Blewett* 
Briona Shavonta Bolden* 
Todd Dion Boone 
Emmanuel Botwe* 
Jonathan D Bouldin 
Alexander George Bowen 
Alegra Elise Breaux* 
Kaylon Johanna Briggs* 
Aaron Thomas Brown 
Andre' Shelby Brown* 
Jontia E Brown* 
Keith A Brown* 
Makayla M Brown 
Meshika Anna-Kay Brown* 
Michael Brown* 
Taylor Theresa Brown* 
Toddrick Joseph Brown* 
Adam C Burns* 
Demetri Antwon Burton* 
Kendall Justin Butler* 
Taren S Butler* 
Michael D Byrd* 
Janus Lopez Caalim 
Donald Caldwell* 
Josue E Canizales 
Codi-Anne Chaddane 
Carnegie* 
Kira A Carnegie 
Zachery M Carter* 
Quincy Amilcar Caston 
Nathaniel Cephas* 
Ghana Shyam Chalise 
Kristin R Clark* 
Troy F Clark* 
Diadrian Antonette Clarke 
Errol B Cloud* 
Christopher Milton 
Alexander Collins* 
Anthony James Comeaux 
Chelsea J Conaway 
Juan O Conejo* 
Imani K Coney 
Joshua O Cooper 
Marquise Dailyn Cooper 
Chika Praise Cosmas 
Sara Darabi Nomsi 
Jose Angel Davila 
Kristin Marie Davila 
Jacob Davis* 
Malik Rashaun Davis* 
Shangela Qua'Nyce Davis* 
Carlos Gilberto De Freitas 
Broderick Julius Deal 
Dahvien Vernet Dean 
Elihu Deneke* 
Ansaarullah Rasul Diop 
Makhtar D Diop 
Terry M Dixon* 
Vu Do 
Robert Mitchum Douglas 
Foungbe Doukoure 
Daniel James Doyle* 
Colton Thomas Drake* 
Jarrett Charles Dubois* 
Nicole Duclet 
Maia Elise Dupree* 
Nneka Nwanyi Ede 
Tristan Dashoun Edwards* 
Precious Michael Effiong 
Ijeoma I Ejimadu 
Sanjeewa Prasad Ekanayaka 
Monieb M Eldow* 
Yohn Ishiro Ellis 
Ali Emadi 
Eric Neal England 
Bosah John Erinne 
Virgie L Escobedo 
Beatriz Yuliet Estrada 
Guerra* 
Michael Antoine Evans 
Toryon J Evans* 
Bilal Faisal 
Salah M Falata* 
Aisha Farooqi* 
Christopher T Finley 
Rayshean A Fisher* 
Samuel James Fisher* 
Daryn Ayodele Fletcher* 
Paola Flores 
Kreshaun M Foreman* 
Aaron Darnell Fowler* 
Nicholas J Fowler 
Amy Marlene Fritz 




Rody Kayaya Fwamba* 
De'Andre Gazaway 
Megan Nicole Gentry 
Dominique Tre'von Getter* 
Marissa G Goode* 
De'Rius R Goudeaux 
Pedro Granados* 
Charles Granger 
Jared K Grant* 
Addison Delique Green* 
Akeem Okino Green* 
Tony D Green* 
Jalen D Griffin* 
Moises Guerrero* 
Demitri L Guest* 
Ronald W Guillory 
Ashley Gutierrez* 
Christian Andres Guzman 
Dung Ha 
Alexus A Hall 
Tanisha Mone' Hall* 
Jovante Lenard Ham* 
Jamie Bre'Shaun Harris 
Jaylon L Harris* 
Joshua Harris* 
Michael J Harris* 
Wilson C Harrison* 
Christina I Hastings* 
Jarvis Javaughn Hawkins 
Mykeme Antjuan Hayden* 
Joshua L Heads* 
Seif Serageldin Hediya 
Andrew Johnathan Henken 
Jordan Paige Herbert* 
Aimee Morales Hernandez 
Desiree Deshawn Hicks 
Christiane Caberto Hidalgo* 
Adrianna Hinojosa* 
Daneisha De'Chelle Hinton 
Danielle D Holland 
Anthony Don Holman* 
Andrew Hooey 
Muhammad Faiyaz Hossain* 
Arndreya Angelica Howard 
Eboni Montre Howard 
Larry C. Howard* 
Michael Huizar* 
Ashley N Hunter 
Maya Monique Hunter* 
Terrence J Hunter* 
Rafay Hussain 
Syed Abbas Hussain 
Syed Fazal Hussain* 
Kowther A Hussein* 
Bilkisu Ibrahim 
Kingsley Ikegbunam* 
Rotimi Michael Inyang 
Iris Shelomit Irigo Edenguiet 
Chinwendu Doris Iwuorie 
De'Johne L Jackson* 
Jerron Dawayne Jackson 
Kiandra Lee Jackson 
Allen P Jacob 
Folorunsho M Jacobs* 
Adeiah Marie James* 
Jaylen Rashaad James 
Mariah L James 
Menelik T James* 
Seleem Olanrewaju Jayeola 
Jaycelyn Aaliyah Jefferson 
Kimberlee Rose Jensen 
Johnnie Ashleigh Jermany* 
Chanel Sade Johnson 
Nicole Elizabeth Johnson 
Olivia Tricia Johnson* 
Eric Cole Johnston 
Anthony Jones* 
Chloe Shenae Jones* 
Cleveland Leon Jones 
Dezerel Martine Jones* 
Nathan Lloyd Jones* 
Louis-Marie Yirmeyan 
Kalmogo 
Paul Francois Kameni 
Tcheuffa 
Anne B Kamenju 
Galdine Suzy Kana Goufo* 
Gloria Kankenga Maleya 
Mary Wairimu Karanja 
Charles Edward Kellum 
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Jacob M Kelly 
Jourdan Michele Kerl 
Andrea Symone Kerlegan 
Phonpaseuth 
Khamsenesouk 
George Kagima Kimani 
Kienan J Kindle* 
Jordan D King 
Marcus Kwame King* 
Adama Gregoire Kone 
Jini Varghese Koshy 




Kolawole Akanni Ladipo* 
Demetrius Terrell LaGrone* 
Tamuno-Mieib Samuel 
Lambert 
Chayse Monroe Lavallais 
Michael Le* 
Minh Khai Le* 
Jeron La'Darius Lee* 
Ramses D Lee 
Desola Oluwamayowa Lesi 
Jocquia K Levy 
Jasmine Renee Lewis* 
Sarah Beth Lewis* 
Christoff M Lindsey* 
Victoria Michelle Livingston 
Alejandro J Longoria 
Alexandra N Losoya* 
Gladstone Kossivi Lotsi* 
Mario Simao Lumueno* 
Long Luong 
Jaron S Mackey 
Zakreya Moktar Mahamud 
Kimberly M Mahoney 
Ali Haider Malik* 
Lucy Cecilia Mandi* 




Maxwell M Mayaka 
Kamron Jamal McClain 
Leah D McClellan* 
Jaylyn M McCook* 
Lance Alexander McCoy 
Heaven L McCray 
Jada Symone McDaniel 
Tierra Regina McDonald* 
Xavier Alexander Mendoza 
David Lucas Menjivar 
Abacachi Meyram Madjio 
Isaiah Javon Miles* 
Brian A Miller 
Nicholas James Minni 
Luis Armando Mireles 
Terry Anthony Mitchell 
Zainuddin Ahmed 
Mohammed 
Jesus Aaron Monjaraz 
Ruben Eduardo Montano 
Claure* 
Hugo Enrique Morales 





Tariq Nail Muhammad Eli 
Arsalan Mumtaz* 
Haseeb Mumtaz 
Paul Lynn Murphy 




James Thanh Nguyen 
Regine Charleine Nyeck 
Gonzalez 
Emmanuel Obinna Obiefuna* 
Chiemena C Obinnwa* 
Olusegun Omotayo 
Odukoya* 
Olubunmi Mary Ogunfowora 
Chibuzo Kingsley Okafor* 
Sidney C Okafor* 
Lawrence Kingsley Okereke* 
Bisoye O Olaleye* 
Steve Olewe 
Olatunji Olyuseyi Olowere* 





Sheila Ekeoma Onyekwere 
Chimeremuzo Arinze 
Onyenezi 
Chiaka Courtney Opara 
Oluwatoyin Omowunmi 
Osho* 
Issa Kinigui Ouattara 
Amour Davy U Ouedraogo 
Mathias A Oyedepo* 
Babajide Emmanuel 
Oyegunle 
Nyle D Page 
Aliah Leshea Paige* 
Foram S Patel 
Christopher T Patrick* 
Dustin Pfeffer 
Marcus W Phipps* 
Devin Maxwell Pierce* 
Damien Anthony Preston* 
Edward Lawrence Price 
James Joseph Pryor 
Usman Salim Qazi* 
Freddy Santiago Quintero 
Marquisha Randolph* 
Jeremy E Rasay 
Kiersten Janae Raymond* 
Lloyd A Reid 
Johan K Rhodes* 
Mark Dwayne Richardson* 
Brennan D. Richmond 
Kulsoom Rizvi* 
Kayla Lashae1 Robert 
Bryston Avery Wooten 
Roberts 
Chantel Alyce Robinson* 
Kayla R Robinson 
Stephan Robinson 
Thomas B Roewe* 
Christopher M Rogers* 
Marquis Devonte Rogers 
Tanya Kathleen Rogers 
Anthony T Rollie* 
Cameren Louis Roquemore* 
Alexia Noelle Rose* 
Arthur M Rosemond* 
Kiara Latrice Ross 
Scott O Rossel 
Maria Rossana Ruiz* 
Devin Lee Runnels* 
Jason Y Ruth 
Rayan H Sakhta* 
Adrian Salgado* 
Elise-Marie Sikiratu Salim* 
Latisha Z Salsman 
Jamal E Sawyer 
Ryan F Sharrer 
Kashan Sheikh 
Moiz Sheikh 
Faduma A Sheikh-Yusuf 
Jaharre Eon Shepard* 
Tierra La'Nette Shepherd* 
Nabil R Sherif 
Patrick Were Shitabule* 
Devoreaux Lavelle Shoaf* 
Ayobami Oluwapelumi 
Shoyinka* 
Maxime Tchenko Siaha* 
Vinitda P Siloth 
Devyn Nicole Smith* 
Shawn A Smith* 
Taylor Odessa Smith 
Roberto Sorola 
Randy A Soto 
Danial R Steels* 
Jaylon K Stiner* 
Jasmine Angelica Stith* 
Bradley Alexander Sutton 
Oumarou Tamboura 
Faiz Tamim 
Long Van Tao 
Markia L Tate 
Dakira Quintrel Taylor* 
Victoria Tre'Shawn Taylor 
Jisha Thankachen* 
Samra Munaf Tharani 
Brandon Scott Thomas* 
Courtlun Jamayle Thomas* 
Kelley Thomas* 
Nykeem Emon Thomas* 
Branden Donte Thompson 
Gerald Orlando Thompson 
Patierre Stefan Thorpe 
Tegawende Tiendrebeogo* 
Yacouba Tiendrebeogo 
Robert Tomas Torres* 
Chasse Talin Toussaint* 
Lan Thithanh Tran* 
* Dean's Honor 
Tu Nhat Tran* 
Johnny DeRoy Turner 
Marcus T Turner* 
Marquis Lorenzo Turner* 
Akachukwu Mary Collect 
Udokoro 
Patricia Oghenetega Ujeyah 
Carl Joseph Upchurch 
Leticia Nneka Uzodinma* 
Suzanne Christina 
Varughese* 
Matthew Adam Vasquez 
Salvador Vasquez* 
Brandom Eduardo Vazquez* 
Roderick Veney* 
Christopher Brian Villa* 
Bryan Vincent* 
Adil Wahab* 
Fuad Olajuwon Wahab* 
Elizabeth Joy Wahlquist 
Javian D Walker 
Bryanna Tanai Wallace* 
Xante Wallace* 
Daniel Christopher Ward* 
Kandice Simone Warren 
Jonathan Michael Warrior 
Mark David Waters 
Toya J Watson 
Darion Rashard White* 
Precious T White* 
Alana T Williams 
Ashlynne La'Nette Williams 
Brandon Lee Williams 
Derrica N Williams* 
Dontaye D Williams* 
Kevin Jordan Williams* 
Larry McKinley Williams 
Marquise K Williams* 
Roneisha D Williams 
Shelby R Williams 
Trey D Williams* 
Raheem C Willis* 
Brandon Richard Wood* 
Aaron Zell Woods 
Raven S Wyatt* 
Steffon Houston Yarbrough* 
Kendall Nicole Young* 
Larnetra C Young* 
Aiden Nazar Zaki 
Abdul-Rahman Zakir* 
Abdoul Salam Zampaligre* 
Souleymane Zampaligre* 
COLLEGE OF JUVENILE 
JUSTICE AND 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Alaina Elizabeth Aaron* 
Wesley A Amos* 
Lolade L Amusu* 
Christoffer A Anderson 
Juan A Arellano* 
Isaac Kofi Arthur 
Calvin D Artis Jr* 
Adrian J Avalos* 
Angel Avalos* 
Shahnaz Oluwakemi Azeez 
Maranda Nacole Babin* 
Jasmine Badipe* 
Taylor Christianann Bailey* 
Denecia Desiree Baker 
Frank Miles Barnes* 
Amadi Shani Barrett* 
Kaylah Monet Battle* 
Jasanne Marie Baugh* 
Jazlyn A Belton* 
Christopher Thomas Black* 
Deandre Tr'Kell Blackshear* 
Glenda Marie Blanche* 
Cydney A Bland* 
Shara P Boatner 
Devon D'Mon Bobineaux* 
Bryia D Bogan 
Alexa Marie Bollar* 
Matthew K Bolton 
Sarah E Boyd* 
Brianna S Boykin* 
Naomi C Breedlove* 
Jordan Saffiyah Brewer* 
Shamiya M Brooks* 
An astasia Brown 
Christian Brown 
Jada Leana Brown 
Jermecia Nicole Brush* 
Kirsten L Budwine 
Brandi Marie Burton* 
Deanna Carretha Butler* 
Erycha Shavon Butler* 
Enlicia Raquel Byrd 
Brittni S Caesar* 
Teandra Chunterra Camp* 
Renisha Dashay Carr* 
Ramesha Lynette Carter* 
Shynecia B Carter* 
Kendall J Chalk 
Jacorey Devontrae Chaney* 
Joseph Charles* 
Keria L Cheeks* 
Myeshia Michell Cherry 
Laurrin T Clark 
Marquis D Cleveland* 
Jazmin' S Cobb 
Eastacia Tronyce Colbert* 
Diamond S Coleman* 
Jhermesia Z Collins* 
Kyle Douglas Comp* 
Courtnee Conway* 
Tayler D Copeland* 
Briunca Charnae Cox 
Quin-Tarius Crenshaw* 
Paris Jane Nicole 
Cunningham 
Je-Nay Marie Dailey* 
Hope R Daniels* 
Chatnea Catgerine Davis 
Cornel J Davis 
Tyree Lashay Davis* 
Daeja Dent* 
Gloria Marie Deveraux* 
Carla I Dewalt 
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Michael P Dewey 
Tiana B Diggles* 
Don'Janay Alcura Dimes* 
Crystal Rene Dolford* 
Daija Elizabeth Doral* 
Ashley Marie Dorsey* 
Kendall Devaughn 
Douglas* 
Malori Elyse Douresseau* 
Chidera Audrey Ebisi 
Anaya Naquel Echols-
Spratling* 
Rachel May Edkin 
Nakia Latrell Edmond* 
Maya Angelou Ellis* 
Charnae T Evans* 
Sherrell Lashae Evans* 
Kialana Milan Faniel* 
Jalen Juwan Farmer* 
Da'Shara Monique Faux 
Margaret E Feathers* 
Chanelle Denise Ferguson* 
Dariel L Flood* 
Aaralyn T'Cara Monek 
Flott 
Patrice S Foster* 
Morgan Camille Franklin* 
Alan Cameron Galloway* 
Devon Renae T Garcia* 
Yolanda R Garza* 
Morgan Symone Gatson* 
Christine G Gilchrist* 
Thaddeus Gerard Godfrey 
Ashley Nichole Gonzalez* 
Mayda Alejandra 
Gonzalez* 
Dazjohnique And'E Gore 
Jermaine Keshon Graham* 
Chantierra Y Grant* 
Kayla M Graves 
Tanecia Shaquel Gray* 
Tyronai Dantasha Grayson* 
Jarelly Salvadora Guevara 
Ashley Marie Flail 
Chermeria C Hall* 
Mia-Tiara Shonjae Hall 
Kaycee R Hamilton 
Stephon Norris Hampton 
Shalin Dominique Hardin* 
Taylor Denise Harris* 
Candice Hart 
Orlando Dean Hayward* 
De Andrea S Hickman* 
Xavier La'Dane Hill* 
Najja Latrice Hogg 
Janga Monique Holland* 
Raigan J Holland* 
Jaynell N Hollins* 
Aneshia R Hopkins* 
Chamondria Allana Horn* 
Alexis Arnell Howard* 
Kennedy Simone Hughes* 
Ladonna Hughes 
Javerian Lenell Hurd* 
Craig A Irving* 
Devon M Jackson 
Donovan Alexander 
Jackson* 
Samira J Jackson* 
Danielle S Jackson-Cryer* 
Empress Ahminah James* 
Joshua J Jefferson* 
Willie W Jefferson* 
Jalen R. Johnson 
Jayrn Earl Johnson 
Je'Anne Irene Johnson 
Kaamil Yasmine Johnson* 
Raz'Jhe Starnay Johnson* 
Brashad LaGregory Jones* 
Donea L Jones* 
Elexius Jana'e Jones* 
Kellie Ryel Jones* 
Latesha Darnea Jones* 
Nikitria Daneya Jones* 
Desiray Elaine Jones-
Butler* 
Kimberly Alexandria Kelly 
Trintnea C King* 
Briana Kei'shay Knowles 
Tearra B Kyle 
Olivia Isabel Lacewell 
Delas Lancelin* 
Sydney D Lang* 
Patrick Lee Lantz 
Darlesha Annette 
Lauderdale* 
Deion James Leake* 
Ellysse A Lewis* 
Sekouya Lashay Limbrick 
Zairia Josephine Little 
Ta'Daiza Nashayla 
Littlejohn 
Chloe Alexa Louis* 
Kevin Louis Macias* 
Kierra Jawan Malone 
Sarah Jessica Malone* 
Marcus Dewayne Mathis 
Casino D Mayes* 
Aaron Quinn McAdams* 
Keairra Jushon1 McCall* 
Zedrick Renale 
McClintock* 
Braelah Clara Mcginnis 
Raven Antionette 
McGowan 
Mikell John McKnight* 
Destini Shanice Mitchell 
Robbyn D Mitchell 
Tiara Jeanu' Mitchell* 
Kendall Jeffrey Moore 
Kennidra Marketa Moore* 
Maurelle A Moore 
Constence R Moss* 
Briana J Myrick 
Rudy Akhter Navichoc 
Alexis M Newman* 
Scott Patrick Newton 
Isaiah Nix* 
Jazmyn Denai Nobles 
Jhanae M O'Guin 
Jazmyne Chantel Olison 
Taylor Jaret Overshown* 
Ashley D Packer 
Brittni Darsha' Parker 
Brandon Conrad Pelton* 
Zora Pennington* 
Dayzjah Kionna Pennywell* 
Amber Ja'Nae Perry 
Morgan G Phillips* 
Bria J Plattenburg 
Alexander T Porter* 
Traynisha Powell* 
Da'Neisia Price* 
Cameron Antione Pride* 
Kay'Tris Sa'Na Prince* 
Carmen Diane Purvis 
Destinee D Quick* 
Jesha D Ramirez 
Courtney Michelle Rasmus 
Mashyrah M Rayson 
Jamerie S Redus* 
Nicholas Eugene 
Reescano* 
Regan Danielle Richard 
Christian Ariel Richmond* 
Jacolby Devon Richmond 
Jhante' Nichelle Rivet* 
Marcell Wilbert Roach* 
Audreanna N Roberts* 
Ashleigh Robinson 
Debrecia M Robinson* 
Fabian Tremain Robinson* 
Gabriel Scott Rodriguez 
Lourdes Maritza 
Rodriguez* 
Lynsie Rae Rodriguez* 
Brittnee La'Necia Rogers* 
Ketrial Rose 
Danielle N Ross* 
Jasper Elizabeth Ross* 
Christian Jeano Rousseau* 
Diandra Arrise Rowell 
Ashley N Santos 
Chadae Catherine Sauls 
Andre'A Kristen Saulter 
Kendra Alexandria Savage 
Larissa S Scott 
Amber Nicole Scroggins 
lesha Charnel Sims* 
Nolan Hubert Sims 
Ezmone Audrelle Sinegar* 
Evan Nicole Singleton 
Caliyah Smith 
Chericka D. Smith 
Morgan Brianna Snead* 
Kort'ne Alexandria Sneed* 
Lonnie Stacker* 
Aliya Rene Steele* 
Tajiah L Stewart* 
Tiwana N Stewart* 
Vanity L Strange* 
Kerianna N Tarver* 
Archmedus Manwell 
Taylor* 
Brittaney A Taylor* 
Nykole Kioni Taylor* 
Essence V Terry* 
Carrie Shanice Thomas* 
Kimberly R Thomas* 
La'Kell M Thomas* 
Shane L Thomas 
Sierra Le'Shan Thompson* 
Megan Ja'Nay Tillman* 
Shakara Eylese Titus* 
Tiara D Tramble 
Shaundrea Rene Trussell 
Ashley K Turnage 
Elijah Delorian Turner* 
Lakisha M Vining 
Domanique Vital* 




Te'Lor C Wallace* 
Jasmine Nicole Wanza 
Brittney Hope Warren* 
Chelsie Inez Washington* 
Earnesha B Washington* 
LaPorsha D Washington* 
Mary Elizabeth Watson* 
Lacy Briana Webb* 
Jodeci Chantell Wheeler* 
Damarra M Williams* 
Jasmine B Williams* 
Jasmine Elise Williams* 
Latisha D Williams* 
Mokeitha L Williams 
Taj Williams* 
Winston D Williams* 
MiSchelle Alexis Wilson* 
Najla Lache Wilson 
D'Corie Devaron Wimbly* 
Amber T Witherspoon* 
Nyla Wofford 
Jamia Andrea Woods 
Tyleer J Woodson* 
Dove M Wright* 
Karim H York* 
Sage L Young* 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Sofiyyah T Abdulwahab* 
Muhabatkhon 
Abduraimova 
Raven N Acrey 
Melissa O Adams* 
Olayemi Olawunmi 
Adenuga* 
Asia Camay Adkins 
Stephanie Precious 
Adolphe* 
Zainab Aderinsola Agoro 
Lizbeth Aguilar* 
Ibukunoluwa A Akinyemi 
Elizabeth Melinda Alba 
Alexis Adawn Alexander* 
Chelsea Renee Alexander* 
Sadiq Ali* 
Jennifer Alvarado* 
Brel J Amos* 
Njideka C Anadu* 
Ashanti Nicole Anderson 
Brianna N Anderson 
Jordan S Anderson* 
Mayomi Monsurat Andrew* 
Aleesia T Andrews* 
Lovely Anegbode* 
Jennifer Ijeoma Anowi* 
Nneoma Akuoma Anyanwu' 
Eboni T Appling* 
Nkoyo Asibong Aquaisua 
Essien 
Brittne Nicole Arcemont* 
Demarsha Brenee Archer* 
Erica B Ardoin 
Aliyah L Arzu 
Lexis Chade Ashford* 
Chelce' J Atilee 
Vivian Christina Avant* 
Isata Bah 
Tiara Neporsche Bains 
Brittany E Baker 
Solomon Bakoh-Dayebga 
Karina Banda 
Madelyn Francis Bartley 
Brockea Alexia Battle* 
Quiara Nyrene Beasley* 
Emmanuel Meguel Becknel 
Tristen Y Beeler* 
Makaela Chant'E Bell* 
Kristen Alysse Bellow* 
Taylor Reene Benford 
Balzilla Black 
Tionna Deshay Black 
Jasmine J Blackman* 
Paola Rafaela Bolivar* 
Edison Sahfe Bongmba* 
Cameron Mackenzie 
Bowen-Rodgers* 
Obresha N Bowser 
Tyrhonda Lynnea Bradley 
Daryl C Branch* 
Erin J Breaux 
Alexia Shannell Branson 
Kayla Danielle Brooks 
Tyra Yvette Marie Brooks 
Breana Monae' Broussard 
Amber Antoinette Brown* 
Kayla Nicole Brown 
Shametria D Brown* 
Shelby Lachelle Brown* 
Robin Alaysha Brumfield* 
Stephanie Dongphuong Bi 
Makia Y Bundu* 
Shantell Burrell* 
Mirna Calderon* 
Tonya Di'Jon Calvin* 
Morkeshia Nicole Cannon 
Susan Mai Cao* 
Rocio Carreon 
Tiara Dy Jae M Carrizal 
Kevin J Carter* 
Mylan Cason 
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Mariana De Jesus Castillo 
Gissell Castro* 
Camrye Lashon Caylor* 
Ijionea Yvette Cephas* 
Stephanie Sakuna 
Chantra* 
E-Lacyia R Chatman* 
Prisciliano Chavarria* 
Jaisley Cherian 
Imani Aleysse Chinda 
Carkeya Raishuna 
Chretien* 
Agnes C Chukwu 
Jade Anita Claiborne* 
Tasia A Clark 
Lexis Oby Clement* 
Leighane Michelle 
Coleman 
Tiffany Nicole Coleman 
Candace Denise Colvin 
Dania Giselle Cortez 
Genesis Cortez 
Shardae Ciara Coruthers 
Laiani Oliveira Cotto 
Ashante J Cotton* 
Christiana J Criswell 
Regina Vashti Daniel 
Tracy Daniel* 
Inger T Daniels 
Sonia Dauva 
Alasia Keishawn Davis 
Antoyrie Jan'Shana Davis 
Breyauna Latrice Davis* 
Javon Nicko Davis* 
Tequera Zanne Davis 
Tiara Shadae Davis 
Jessica Danelle 
Dearbonne* 
Tacori Janay Degray* 
Idalis Angelica Delarosa* 
Nazish N Dhukka* 
Victoria Mary Diaz* 
Marilyn Mykail Dunn 
Briana Nicaule Duplechain 
Quiara Jeanique Durst* 
Ekemena F Edewor* 
Elexus Evon Edwards 
Janae Tunora Edwards* 






Jessica Benitez Espinoza* 
Christiana Leeann Faison 
Starla Ja'Na Felder* 
Fermila B Ferrer* 




T Mauria R Foster 
Ethan R Fournier* 
Corey R Fowler 
Morgan Renee Fox 
Jamesia Ebony Fransaw* 
Giselle Vanessa Fraser 
Monica Frias 
Mark W Fucanan* 
Lilian Pamela Galvan* 
Destiny Angel Garcia* 
Charity Elexis Garrett* 
Destinee Y Garrett* 
Selena Roxanne Garza* 
Tyla Brielle Gilliams 
Kosisochi S Ginigeme* 
Arrissia J Glenn* 
Kaliah Glenn 
Sydney D Goffney* 
Alma Gomez* 
Eduardo Daniel Gonzalez* 
Billis Ariaunna Gordon* 
Andrinae Z Gowans 
Reyvan R Gray 
Mya Nicole Grigsby* 
Jennifer Vanessa Guevara* 
Chelsea Renee Gugel 
Alexandria Chabree Hall* 
Keoshanae Sherrell Hall* 
Ashanti Samone Handy 
Brenae1 J Hardeman 
Dana M Harper 
Ebonique K Harris* 
Quartney Tiyae Harris* 




Kelcie L Hayes* 
Sabrina E Hayes* 
Jasmine Symone Hayles* 
Danielle Elaine Haynes 
Jamesha Natalia 
Haywood* 
Precious L Henderson 
Alexis Rachel Hendon 
Mariela Hernandez 
Keely Shanice Hill* 
Alayna Renee Hilliard* 
Chase M Holleman* 
Kaila Alita Holly 
De'Ja Sherae Horn 
Mia Nichole Houle* 
Ashlan N Howard 
Deja D Howell 
Kierra Shardae Hubert* 
Leslie Micheal Hunter* 
Ashley Stephanie Ibarra* 
Sharon D Ibarra 
Adaeze A Ibe* 
Chiwendu Henry Ihekuna* 
Joy E Isebor* 
Johari Louise Jackson* 
Latorria Tashunda 
Jackson* 
Raven Sorel Jackson* 
Tecaeria Jackson* 
Tranique Sharvay Jackson* 
Ryane Jacob* 
Leslie Janay Jacquet* 
Joshlin Silvi Jaise 
Kakeya Lyeisha James* 
Edirose Javier 







Jontae Racquel Johnson* 
Kaneisha D Johnson* 
Mia Rose Johnson* 
Michael Wayne Johnson* 
Ranei S Johnson 
Wendell Frank Johnson 
Tia Nicole Johnston 
Caprice E Jones* 
Courtney Cheryl Jones 
Davian Micha Jones* 
Elaine P Jones 
Ashley Joseph 
Cailynn V Joseph* 
Kurt K Joseph* 
Senett April Jove* 
Elizabeth Mae Karge 
Prudence Carolle Kengne* 
Beejal D Khambhati* 
So Young Kim* 
Tiara King 
Megan Michelle Kinlaw* 
Kaneesha Chardaye Knight 
Alexandria N Lafond* 
Latoya R Lamar* 
Breiana Monie Lang 
Destyni Danae Larue* 
Breonna Alexis Lastice* 
Bret Coleman Laughter 
Ariana Elise Lee 
Ja'Maiya Angelique Lee 
Keosha La'Teia Lee* 
Wonuola Oluwatomisin 
Lesi* 
Morgan D Lewis* 
Luis Enrique Llanes* 
Ralston R Lockett* 
Christiana Lafaye Love 
John'Keria Mariana Lynch* 
Khloe M Madox 
Sonia Marieni Madrid* 
Krista Allante Manley* 
Nadia Janae Marshall* 
Chantele C Martin* 
Alejandra Maria Martinez* 
Joselyn Arteaga Martinez* 
Jenai Charmion Mason* 
Taylar L McCoy* 
Alexis Laquida McGee* 
Sydney A McKinney 
Dia C McMillan* 
Lauren Mackenzie 
McMiller 
Niki Aixin McMurry* 
Ronica Denise McNealy* 
* Dean's Honor 
Paulphielle D McQueen* 
Ashley Menchaca* 
Maedot B. Mersha* 
Danaejah Genoa Miller* 
Megan E Miller* 
Rasheena Kelley Miller* 





Raven S Moore 
Raven C'Ne Moore* 
Skyy Perry'on Moorer* 
Shaunte C Morant* 
Myisha B Morgan* 
D'Aria A Morris 
Jade Dominique Morris 
Kiera Alexis Morris 
Chadney La'Trice Mosley 
Shakoja Lashay Mosley* 
Jalieah A Moulton* 
imani Eshe Rebecca Moy* 
Sammy Muhoro 
Sarah T Naguib 
Mariamu Narugo 
Erica Naylor* 
Ashley A Neely* 
Ashley Elizabeth Newman 
Beatrice Muthoni Nganga* 
Mary Yetula Ngiela 
Hy Vinh Nguyen* 
Loan Kim Nguyen 
Michelle Thao Nguyen* 
Karen Lynn Niemeyer 
Isaac Nix* 
Fanny Lizzeth Noriega* 
Jazmine Shanice Norris 
Laurie Ann Nowlin* 




Voke Nicole Ogbojo* 
Jane Chiamaka Ohanta 





Cynthia Ibhade Ovbiojie 
Dolapo Caroline Oyenuga* 
LaToya Renay Parker* 
Sheila Nneoma Paschal* 
Dovelet Ngwenyi Penambo 
Josepher* 
Kamille Briana Perkins 
Courtney Briana Phillips* 
Chandler Alexis Polk* 
Neenah Ne'Cole Polk 
Shernica Polydore 
Staci Powell 
Ericka Breeana Prenat* 
Mikayla Jeany Prince* 
Cristina Ramirez-
Hernandez 
Fatia Alaran Range* 
Breanna Nicole Reed 
Jennifer Stefanie Reed* 
Quinetta O Reese 
Asma Rehman 
Robin E Renfro* 
Le'Andrea Marie Resendez* 
Laura J Reyes 
Kizzie M Rice* 
Erykah Bryana Richardson 
Rayna Denee Riles* 
llene Y Robbins* 
Alandra Denise Robertson 
Charlotte Y Robertson* 
Laroysha S Robinson 
Morgan Alysa Robinson* 
Tyler Simone Robinson 
Kiarra Rodgers* 
Eva C Roitsch* 
Diamond J Rose* 
Gina Elizabeth Sajimon 
Cyndy Sanchez 
Kaelyn M Sanders* 
Ta'Lor Michelle Sanders 
Calaia Savoy* 
Marie Joy Schenck* 
Kaya' Renee Selman 
Heather M Shady* 
Essence Eboni Shead* 
Ty'Quriya Ty'Maneshiya 
Shepherd* 
Joyal P Shibu 
Atyu L Simon* 
Anisha R Singh 
Azia Y Sirmons 
Chasity Rachelle Sloan* 
Alysia L Smith* 
Daijah K Smith 
Destiny Joy Smith 
Ebony Royell Smith* 
Malyka Darelle Smith* 
Milleesia Catherine Smith 
Tynique Dale Smith* 
Paola Arely Sosa 
Kaylin Derricia Sparks 
Lakeya Kiana Spencer* 
Brittney Tonique Stain Rod 
Veronda Monshea Starling* 
Michelle R Stone 
Riyana Sunny 
Kylah Simone Tandy 
Jada Ronkell Tate 
Aubri Raneisha Taylor 
Precious N Tennell 
Sydney Michelle Thacker 
Anh Hoang Nguyen Thai* 
Keondra Janae Thomas* 
Nicole Sabrina Thomas* 
Ganiyah A Thurston 
Kyra Malie Tinsley 
Stephanie Myhanh Tran* 
Jamilah N Turner* 
Raven N Turner* 
Glory Ifeyinwa Ukadike* 
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Calicia Myra Veloz* 
Caroline Ruth Villanueva* 
Jazmine D Villegas* 
Jada Rhey'Lynn Viney* 
Sumera Walimohammad 
Dominique Renaye Wallace 
Alexis C Watson* 
Bryce Giovanna Watson* 
Averi Alysse Wesley* 
Kelsey L West* 
Christiana Chrishae White* 
Jasmine Chantel White 
Maya Whitehurst* 
Jada Monet Whitfield 
Desirae L Whitmore 
Audrey Paige Wiggins* 
Summer J Wilkerson* 
Brittni D Williams 
Demetria L Williams 
Logan E Williams* 
Mariah C Williams 
Olivia Monay Williams* 
Robin Gail Williams 
Tyra R Willis* 
Nakia D Wilson* 
Tramaine Wilson 
Imani Symone Wright* 
Geordann Rachel Yelder 
Agustin Isaid Zamudio* 
Jackie L Zelaya* 
Dean's Honor 
Published at the end of each semester of the academic year, the University Honor Roll includes qualifying students who have carried a minimur 
12 semester hours course load, maintained a 3.50 GPA or greater (not including developmental courses) and earned no grade lower than C. 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
H O N O R  S O C I E T I E S  
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN SCIENCES 
Kappa Omicron Nu Agriculture Dr. Sharon McWhinney 
MARVIN D. AND JUNE SAMUEL BRAILSFORD COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Phi Alpha Social Work Dr. Felix O. Chima 
Alpha Delta Mu Social Work Dr. Felix O. Chima 
Beta Beta Beta Biology Dr. Quincy C. Moore III 
Beta Kappa Chi Biology Dr. Deirdre Vaden 
Phi Alpha Theta History Dr. Ronald Goodwin 
Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Mr. Stephen Huss 
Lambda Pi Eta Communication Dr. Derek Blackwell 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
Beta Gama Sigma Business Mrs. Carolyn Davis 
Beta Alpha Psi Business Ms. Ada Till 
WHITLOWE R. GREEN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Kappa Delta Pi Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Clarissa Booker 
Eta Sigma Gamma Health Dr. Queen Martin 
Pi Epsilon Kappa Human Performance Dr. Donna Laws 
ROY G. PERRY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Eta Kappa Nu Electrical and Computer Engineering Ms. Suxia Cui 
Omega Chi Epsilon Ms. Suxia Cui Dr. Sheena Reeves 
COLLEGE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND PSYCHOLOGY 
Alpha Phi Sigma Criminal Justice Dr. Camille Gibson 
Psi Chi Psychology Dr. Aisha Asby 
PVAMU Recognized, Registered Honor Societies 
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2016 HONORS CONVOCATION 
STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Dr. Kendall Harris, Chair 
Dr. Shield Lin, Co-Chair 
Ms. Freda Jackson, Co-Chair 
Dr. Wendy Bergin 
Dr. Glenn Berry 
Ms. Yolanda Bevill 
Dr. Clarissa Booker 
Dr. Ronald Boyd 
Mrs. Carol Campbell 
Ms. Deborah Dungey 
Dr. John Fuller 
Mr. Jeffrey Hampton 
Mr. Will Harvey 
Mr. Quinn Jenkins 
Dr. Danny Kelley 
Dr. Kelvin Kirby 
Dr. Talitha Lewis 
Ms. Belinda Lewis 
Ms. Tina Montgomery 
Dr. Felecia M. Nave 
Dr. Pamela Obiomon 
Dr. Irvin Osborn-Lee 
Mr. Mark Pearson 
Dr. Judy Perkins 
Dr. Sarina Phillips 
Ms. Thelma Pierre 
Ms. Trellis Reese 
Ms. Jourdan B. Scruggs 
Chief Zena Stephens 
Dr. Lisa Thompson 
Ms. Arabia Thompson 
Ms. Myrtle Tompkins 
Dr. John Williams 
Dr. James A. Wilson, Jr. 
Ms. Tressy Wilson 
Dr. Yonggao Yang 
2016 USHERS 
Mr. Joseph Dowell 
Graduate, Electrical Engineering 
Mr. Dwayne McKinney 
Senior, Chemical Engineering 
Miss. Christine Amagwula 
Senior, Electrical Engineering 
Miss. Ernescia Mitchell 
Senior, Engineering Technology 
Mr. Robert Whitaker 
Junior, Mechanical Engineering 
Mr. Willie Arnold 
Junior, Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Ms. Taylor Thomas 
Junior, Electrical Engineering 
Mr. Christian Guzman, 
Junior, Electrical Engineering 
Mr. Sidney LeBeauf 
Senior, Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Mr. Todd Boone 
Junior, Computer Science 
Miss. Ameishat Adeyemi, 
Sophomore, Chemical Engineering 
Mr. Jamal Sawyer 
Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering 
PRAIRIE V IEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLARLY MALE AWARD 
One Hundred and Forty Years ago, the institution that would become Prairie View A&M University 
(PVAMU) was established. Two years after the Texas legislature paved the way for PVAMU to open 
its doors, eight young men, names unknown, were the first students enroll. 
To celebrate the 140th Anniversary of PVAMU and to pay tribute to the first eight male students, 
the PVAMU Men's Leadership Council established the Prairie View A&M University Scholarly Male 
Award. The award recognizes one full-time undergraduate male student from each college or school 
who embraces academic excellence and demonstrates exceptional academic performance in his 
chosen field of study. To be nominated, the student must also exhibit conduct that embodies the 
values and principles of the Ideal PV Man; and represent his discipline, college or school and the 
University in an impressive manner. 
Prairie View A&M University Scholarly Male Award nominees were selected by each academic 
unit and submitted to the Men's Leadership Council for consideration. Today, the Men's Leadership 
Council is proud to announce the first winners of the Scholarly Male Award. 
The 2016 Prairie View A&M University Scholarly Male Award recipients are: 
Raymond J. Thomas 
College of Agriculture and Human Sciences 
Christopher J. Brown 
School of Architecture 
Maduforo U. Eze 
Marvin and June Samuel Brailsford College of Arts & Sciences 
Stephen G. Edwards 
College of Business 
Terrel H. Patel 
Whitlowe R. Green College of Education 
Ayobami O. Shoyinka 
Roy G. Perry College of Engineering 
Matthew K. Bolton 
College of Juvenile Justice and Psychology 
Keith B. Felder 
College of Nursing 
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ALMA MATER 
Dear Prairie View, our song to thee we raise 
In gratitude, we sing our hymn of praise, 
For mem'ries dear, for friends and recollections, 
For lessons learned while here we've lived with thee, 
For these we pledge our hearts full of devotion, 
To serve thee now, and through eternity. 
As days go by, our hearts will not grow cold, 
We'll love thy purple royal and thy gold, 
We'll through our lives exemplify thy teachings, 
We'll always strive a blessing to be. 
Thy children we our love and pride confessing, 
We'll love thee now, and through eternity. 
Words by O. Anderson Fuller 
Music from "Finlandia" by Silbelius 
SPECIAL THANKS TO THE 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Dr. George C. Wright 
President 
Dr. Felecia M. Nave 
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Dr. Corey S. Bradford, Sr. 
Senior Vice President for Business Affairs 
Dr. Cajetan Akujuobi 
Vice President for Research and Dean, Graduate Studies 
Dr. Lauretta F. Byars 
Vice President for Student Affairs and Institutional Advancement 
Mr. Fred E. Washington 
Vice President for Auxiliary Services 
Dr. Michael L. McFrazier 
Vice President for Administration 
Mr. Ashley Robinson 
Athletic Director 
Dr. Betty N. Adams 
Dean, College of Nursing 
Dr. Kendall T. Harris 
Dean, Roy G. Perry College of Engineering 
Dr. Danny R. Kelley 
Dean, Marvin D. and June Samuel Brailsford College of Arts and Sciences 
Dr. Phyllis Metcalf-Turner 
Dean, Whitlowe R. Green College of Education 
Dr. James Palmer 
Interim Dean, College of Agriculture and Human Sciences 
Dr. Munir Quddus 
Dean, College of Business 
Dr. Tamara L. Brown 
Dean, College of Juvenile Justice and Psychology 
Dr. Ikhlas Sabouni 
Dean, School of Architecture 
